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Reading
Trinity Honors Seven Extraordinary Women
Week
Decision
Postponed
BY KATIE KURZ

Senior Editor

On the eve of Homecoming
and festivities welcoming
alumni back on campus, Trinity hosted two days worth of
events to celebrate women and
a century worth of accomplishments.
Trinity opened its campus to
women in 1969, the same year
that Dori Katz became the first
female tenure-tracked professor
at Trinity. Inl970,JudyDworin,
currently a professor of Theater
and Dance, was one of the first
four women to graduate from
Trinity. In September 1984,
Trinity created a landmark enrollment of more women than
men. For close to 30 years now,
Trinity has made a commitment to offer equality to its female students, faculty and
administrators.
Over the past two years, Gail
Hall, a lecturer in Biology, has
coordinated and orchestrated
this special convocation,
Women in the Millennium:
Transitions and Transforma-

'"'*-

BY SARAH JOYCE

News Writer

Trailblazing athlete Biilie Jean King discusses her experiences
breaking ground in the world of tennis with the Women's Tennis
and Squash teams.

your specific field been transformed over the years by the
presence of women; what skills
have been brought to the workplace by women; what types of
exclusion have you felt as a
her, seven women were selected woman in your career; what
to receive honorary degrees for personal contributions have
being among the top women in you given and what words of
their specific fields.
wisdom and advice would you
Following a luncheon at the want to pass along to younger
Smith House on Friday, an open women ready to make their way
panel discussion was held in the into the working environment.
Helen A. Thomas was the
Vernon Social Center at 2:30 PM.
Six of the honorands sat present first to address the audience. As
on the stage while Janet L. Bauer the only White House journalmoderated the event. Sadly, ist to have covered the lives of
Mildred Torres Soto, the seventh eight Presidents, she is curhonoree, died on October 25, rently the Dean of the White
and was awarded the degree House Press Corps. Thomas
broke down gender barriers
posthumously.
Select questions were chosen where society and the workand given in advance to the place had been dominated by
panel and the six women were men. She felt that World War II
allotted time to give their re- was the turning point for
sponse. The questions asked of women in the field of journalthe panelists included: how has ism. The men were all leaving

to serve the armed forces which
left job opportunities for
women. Yet women were still
restricted from so much. In her
years as. a jp.m;nalis& Thomas,
has truly seen the working place
change for women.

COURTESY OF TRINITY
PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICE

When asked which president
has had the most impact on the
women's movement, Thomas
answered, both tormer President
JoJiinsonand PresidentClfntoa
Johnson tried to appoint the
see WOMEN on page six

Community Service Off ice
Under New Management
Val Ramos Fills Director Position
BY ROCIO HERRERA

Senior Editor

Val Ramos has been hired as
the new Director of Community Service and Civic Engagement, replacing
Elinor
Jacobson, who was promoted to
Coordinator of Urban Learning
Initiatives and Director of Academic Support Services.
As Director of Community

Trinity Triumphs; Field Hockey Heads To Final Four

The fate of Reading Week is
still in doubt following a November 3 Faculty Meeting. Despite extensive discussion, the
faculty did not vote on altering
Reading Week, and the matter
was sent back to the Curriculum Committee for further
evaluation.
The meeting began with Professor Richard Lee, the Curriculum Committee Chairperson,
proposing that the faculty
should vote in favor of the committees' Trinity Days proposal
to replace Reading Week. Trinity Days was designed as a compromise between the Board of
Trustees and the student body,
and would provide for a twoday break at mid-semester. Trinity Days are meant for students
"nttctFActilty to attend lectures,
go on field trips or complete research, and would take the
place of Reading Week. The
Curriculum Committee views
Trinity Days as making a sacrifice without losing all of the
value that Reading Week has to
many students.
However, soon after the topic
of Trinity Days was proposed, it
was pushed to the sidelines in
favor of the point-blank argument: should Trinity abolish
Reading Week? The arguments
rallied back and forth with a
general feeling of support for
Reading Week and a general
sense of apathy towards Trinity
Days as an alternative. The
meeting adjourned after it was
proposed that the entire issue be
sent back to the Curriculum
Committee so they could find a
more viable alternative than
Trinity Days. The Curriculum
Committee must now explore
another idea for what to do with
Reading Week.

Services, Jacobson encouraged
and assisted with the development of volunteer projects for
the community. She helped students implement project ideas
by providing them with contacts and recruiting funds and
volunteers.
Additionally,
Jacobson said "[I] worked with
the faculty to develop community learning as part of the
courses." Her job was to "encourage students to participate in
the community through their
involvement in courses and to
develop a partnership with the
community."
Since Jacobson's promotion,
the Community Service Office
For the most part, the faculty
has been renamed the Office of
Community Service and Civic rallied around keeping Reading
see RAMOS on page ten
see REVISIT on page seven
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Celebrating Sheros
On a weekend traditionally marked by tackling and tailgating, this year
Trinity successfully added a whole new dimension to Homecoming. Instead
of focusing all our attention on the playing fields, students, faculty members and alums had the extraordinary opportunity to celebrate the achievements of seven remarkable female pioneers as well as all of womankind.
Though today the word equality rolls off the tongue without a second
thought, asTrinity's Women in the Millennium symposium clarified, all is
certainly not well in termsof gender equality. The' facts are staggering. Honoree and former President of Spelman College, Johnnetta B. Cole caused many
a brow to wrinkle when she reminded the audience that women, who constitute half of the world's population and make up 66% of the work force,
still only control a mere 1% of the world's capital. And, it doesn't stop there.
Women continue to lag far behind men in terms of political representation
and economic opportunity; today women are still waging war to secure control over their own reproductive rights.
Despite the false sense of security that these seemingly distant facts allow,
it is critical to realize that such inequalities inevitably hit close to home. It is
only recently, and with remarkable amounts of effort, that institutions such
as Trinity College have begun to make strides in the name of gender equality. After all, one hundred and fifty years of Trinity's one hundred and seventy five year history have been marked by single-sex—all male—education.
Progress occurs at a snail's pace, but efforts must never be compromised.
Trinity's commitment to celebrate seven prominent, accomplished women
from a host of distinguished fields — Marilyn Bergman, Cathleen Black,
Johnnetta Cole, Billie Jean King, Dr. Susan Love, Mildred Torres Soto, and
Helen Thomas — is a welcome sign of a changing tide. Just as gender inequalities have no place in the Senate, in the home, or in the work place, they
certainly do not belong in the classroom.
Despite Trinity's dedication to these issues this past weekend, it is not
enough simply to honor these women with kind words and colorful robes.
Trinity must also honor them by allowing their passionate messages to resonate on a daily basis. We still have a long way to go before we realize tennisgreat, Billie Jean King's goal: "women deserve to be equal with the boys."
The Trinity Tripod is published every Tuesday, excluding vacations, by the students of
Trinity College in Hartford, Connecticut.
The Tripod office is located in the basement of Jackson Dormitory.
Address all correspondences to: The Trinity Tripod, Trinity College #702582,
300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106-3100.
Visit our -website at www trincoll.edu/info/puh_student/tripod.
Subscribe to The Tripod: $15forll issues (1 semester), $28for22 issues (lyear),
$50for 44 issues (2 years), $90for 88 issues (4 years).
Editor-in-Chief
Business Office
FAX
(860)297-2583
(860)297-2584
(860)297-5361
Letters to The Trinity Tripod must be received by 5:00 PM on the Friday before publication. Letters should
be addressed to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or anonymous letters will be published.
However, names will be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by
the editors to be an attack on an individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions expressed
will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of
The Tripod. The editors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all letters for clarity or brevity.
Letters may be submitted via:
• CAMPUS MAIL: BOX 702582 • E-MAIL: tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK: General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Honor Code Should Be From Students
To the Editor:
In arguing for an honor system at
Trinity College, Professor Fulco has
touched on a topic that is very important and should be the subject of more
debate among students and faculty.
Coming from a high school that has
had an honor system in place for more
than 100 years, I feel that enacting an
honor system at Trinity would bode
well for the future of the school. 1 agree
with the thrust of her argument I feel
that honor systems are based primarily
on students, and that they can be successful only throughstudent participation.
Responsibility for onesself and one's
actions, as well as the expectation that
one trust others and in turn be trusted
by diem are crucial components of any
successful honor system. The problem
that 1 have with Professor Fulco's argument is that it requires students to turn
in their peera This is problematic because in most cases, students would be
required to report on their friends, classmates, roommates, etc. This places students in an awkward position and puts
the person who knows that an honor
offense has been committed in a position that could possibly lead to charges
being brought against them.
Some schools have this requirement,
othersdonoL I believe thatitisnotnecessary Students should not be required
to turn in Lheir peers.
They should do it out of respect of
their classmates, the college, and the
honorsystem In short, students should
have a vested interest in the success of
the honor system, and should want to
seeit work Encouraging, butnot requiring students to turn in those who they
know have committed an honor offense should be the goal.
In addition, for an honor system to

truly work, students must feel like they
are a part of it They must not feel like
it is being imposed on them from above,
butinstead they must feel like they have
played an active and important role in
its creation and implementation. In
addition, Ibelieve that anhonor system
must be student run to be successful.
An honor system would be taken
much more seriously if students know
thatitis their peers andfriends that are
judging them, not someone in the administration
Some type of Honor Board which is
student run and outside the influence
of other organizations like the Academic Affairs CommitteeorSGAmust
beinstituted. This board must be given
the power to investigate and try honor
offenses. It should have the power to recommend a punishment that it deems
proper. This decision would then be
passed ontosomeonesuchas President
Dobelle, Dean Thomas, or some other
official who is qualified to finalize such
a decision Perhaps the most successful collegiate honor system is the honor
system at the University of Virginia. It
is entirely student run; students investigate, try, and judge their fellow students. It is only through pressure from
the college's administration that this
system has become discredited in recent years. An honor system at Trinity
would go a long way towards creating
the "intellectual environment" that is
being touted these days. It would also
help to instill the sense of responsibility, respect, and trust that is lacking
among the student body. However,
these aims can only be achieved if an
honor system is enacted in a way that
makes everyone feel like they have a
vested interest in its success.
Sincerely,
Jack Hoblitzell '00

Look On The Bright Side Of Life
To the Editor:

molecules of ATP are yielded in one
turn of the Kreb's cylce. You aren't
After reading the past couple is- interested in biology.
I came to Trinity not expecting
sues of The Tripod it seems that I
need to rethink my outlook on the much, actually I came with the
past three years I've spent at Trinity. thought that I would transfer after
I thought that I was happy here, had freshman year, if not after the first
received an excellent education semester. But Trinity quickly conboth in and out of the classroom, vinced me that this place might not
and that my peers were intelligent be so bad after all. What scares me
and motivated. The Tripod however, is that some people might not have
the chance to be convinced as I did,
seems to disagree with me.
You see, the fact that I'm not in- because they will be scared off by
terested in what the opinion editors the bitter tones in our student newsare interested in, does not make me paper before they even decide to apany less intelligent, intellectual, or ply. I'm not saying that we shouldn't
interesting than them. I am a biol- address pertinent issues in our paogy major, that is what I came to per, but couldn't you do it in a more
Trinity to study. While I do make a positive manner? If I was a prospecpoint of broadening my education tive student interested in art or anthrough attending cultural events thropology and I read the article on
and taking courses outside of the Carnival there is no way I would apsciences, I chose to study biology ply to Trinity. You are scaring away
because it is my passion, as I would the very type of student you believe
hope that your major isforyou. If I Trinity so desperately needs.
miss a cultural event once in a while
As I said in the beginning, I've
it's not because I'm lazy, it's because been here for three years, and there's
I'm busy doing something else, or not too much I regret about my time
I'm just not interested in that par- here. So, to Th e Tripod staff - lighten
ticular event. I don't think any less up, you know we've got it pretty
of you because you aren't a science good. And if you really hate it that
major, nor because I've never seen much, take your $30,000 and go
you at any of the lectures by visit- someplace else.
ing scientists hosted by the biology
or chemistry departments. I don't Sincerely,
care that you don't know how many MaryKuhl'99

Homecoming'98
We welcomed back our distinguished alumnae. Unfortu-'
nately, some of them didn't seem to have grown up since their
separation. Maybe they peaked too early. After they've relived
their glory days, we get to clean up the mess they left behind.
Here are the weekend highlights.
The Bantam football team

What a bunch of capons. You
can look that one up for yourself.

Tailgating alums

"I walked onto campus at 10
AM and was handed a Bloody
Mary. I'm back!"

Sunday morning mess

Now we understand where all
those alums' donations go.
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The Objectification Of Women
Women Must Stop Passively Accepting Sexual Harassment
boys." But I have never seen a stance and no longer passively
BY IAN LANG
woman
lecturing some frat boy accepting the situation.
Opinion Editor
when he steps over the line to
Boycotting the fraternity parharassment. Instead it seems ties is a much more effective
If you, as a woman, have a that these women expect this means of changing the domiproblem being treated like a type of behavior and therefore, nant social system. Fraternity
"piece of meat" at fraternity par- through their acceptance, serve parties primarily serve an ecoties maybe you should just put to reinforce this sexist attitude. nomic purpose for the frateraway those short skirts and reThis opinion can be viewed nity. So if women were to refuse
vealing blouses and stay at as placing the blame on the vic- to attend these parties, not only
home. You can go to a coffee- tim of sexual harassment, in would half of the potential cushouse or even, God forbid, a cul- much the same way as saying tomers be absent, but the party
tural event but stay away from the wearing of short skirts jus- would also be deprived of its
the fraternities.
tifies rape. However such an in- feature attraction for most of the
Does this attitude merely terpretation ignores the prior men who remain.
blame the victims for sexual
harassment that occurs at TrinConfront the Just-filled bourgeois bastard
ity? I don't think so. According
in an Abercrombie and Fitch shirt and
to a recent article in the Trinity

^ ^

Secrets of Shame
SARAH RASKIN

Associate Professor Psychology and Neurosdence

There are secrets here at Trinity. Secrets hidden because of the unfortunate sense of shame that is often felt by the victim. Some of
these secrets were revealed at a recent open forum on women's issues.
What were some of these secrets? Eating disorders are rampant on
campus. Sexual assault occurs on campus, sometimes aided by
Rohypnol. Relationship violence occurs between students, and between faculty and staff and their partners. But the one that took me
the most by surprise was this: Students at the forum felt sexual harassment by professors is prevalent.
According to the Student Handbook (p. 81), sexual harassment is
defined as "nonconsensual sexual advances, requests for sexual favors, or other sexually related verbal or physical conduct, on or off
campus," under three* conditions. The first two refer to quid pro quo
College Women's Center Newsconditions. That is, for example, your professor indicates that your
letter many women have, "had
jrade will be influenced by whether you comply with sexual adproblems with the,'meat mar- knowledge of the "meat market"
A more active way of achievket' atmosphere they felt sub- atmosphere of fraternity par- ing the same means would be to vances, or your boss threatens to fire you if you don't comply. Thej
jected to at Fraternity Parties." ties. What 1 am suggesting is an picket the offending houses. In third condition, I presume, is the more common. That is, "such con
Despite this, these same women, empowerment of the victim. I this scenario not only would duct has the purpose or effect of unreasonably interfering with an
continually return to the par- propose that instead of pas- women refuse to attend the par- individual's employment or education, or creating an intimidating,
ties were they know they will be sively accepting the behavior . ties, but they would also be vo- hostile, or offensive employment, educational, or living environment."
This policy is based on Title IX definitions of discriminatory harassharassed, thereby implicitly and merely complaining about calizing their ideas. Yes, this ment.
agreeing to this harassment.
it later, "the victim" confront the takes a tremendous amount of
Clearly the difficult part is in interpretation. Some might argue
Women, and men, often raise lust-filled bourgeois bastard in courage to come forward, but by that there are many grey areas. In fact, I fear that some of the policies
their voices in protest against an Abercrombie and Fitch shirt actively protesting the action of the college even encourage behavior that can lead to misunderthe sexist attitudes in our male and white hat, and thereby ac- one is truly confronting the of- standings. One of the best attributes of a small college like Trinity is
dominated society. They tell us tually attempt to change the fending behavior, and casting it that faculty are encouraged to spend time with students outside of
the classroom. I would argue the most engaged and lasting learning
that women are treated like ob- existing, sexist, social atmo- in the appropriate light.
takes
place in small groups and one-on-one settings, such as research
sphere
.
jects and are not given the reDo I expect to see these methspect that they deserve.
This empowerment can take ods of protest employed any laboratories in the sciences. Professors also invite students to their
However sitting around and at least three different forms. time in the near future? No be- homes, or to have a meal. In this climate, one could suggest, a faculty
bitching about this inequality is Either the victim can slap the cause it takes a lot of bravery for member is just following college guidelines and had no idea the stumerely an exercise in futility. offending bastard in the face, or the victims of sexual harass- dent might be uncomfortable. Sadly, the cases discussed at the forum could not be forced into this innocent scenario.
Nothing is done to remedy a they can refuse to attend said ment to invert the power dyStudents described faculty waiting for them outside their worksituation that so clearly needs to parties, or they can stand out- namic.
places, calling their friends in the middle of the night looking for
be fixed. So inevitably nothing side and protest the sexual haAll 1 ask is that the passive them, \VT iting them love poems, and making explicit sexual advances.
happens except the preaching rassment that occurs inside. complainers to stop and think- Studen tsdeScri bed directjj'.eonfron ting rheperpetraror, with noend
of the.mej^agp to,tfye.copverted.% • Though these may*se;em ex:- aboUt'what'ttoey are saying. Oh to the harassment. The effects of these behaviors are both immediIf a fraternity were to hold a treme it is the only way to effec- the one hand they criticize the - ate and prolonged. In a survey performed by the University of Conparty to raise funds for a orga- tively bring to light the fraternity party scene for its necticut School of Social Work, the Connecticut Sexual Assault Crisis
nization dedicated to returning inappropriateness of the behav- "meat market" atmosphere. Services, and the Connecticut Permanent Commission on the Status
women to the kitchen, I assume ior. .
However they do nothing to of Women, harassed students reported anger, embarrassment, nerthat, at the very least, no women
Though "slapping the offend- change it, and may even be en- vousness and confusion. Some of the harassed students stopped atwould show up. Obviously they ing bastard in the face," may couraging it through their si- tending classes and allowed their grades to drop. These students are
would argue that such a politi- seem to be the most satisfying lence. If one is never told that not likely to ask this professor for a letter of recommendation, a job
cal movement runs counter to solution, in the end it, will be the what he is doing is offensive, reference, or research opportunities. In the long term, harassed stuthe ideas of gender equality least effective course of action. can he necessarily be expected dents demonstrate higher levels of stress and stress-related disorders
which feminism has fought to One reason being that the "lust- to understand the ramifications with reduced motivation and self-esteem. A student may opt out of
a chosen field of study in order to avoid the offender. A college must
establish. However such an ob- filled" brother will think of it as of his actions?
be a place that allows for the free and open exchange of ideas, this
jectification of women would primarily a drunken reaction.
As I see it either women atonly make explicit what the Even if you are lucky enough to tend fraternity parties in an ef- cannot occur when some members feel intimidation or discrimination.
Women's Center survey has in- slap some sense into him, the fort to conver t those "rowdy fra t
So why the shame and the secrecy? Sexual harassment is often
dicated is already implicit at message will be directed solely boys," or they go merely to blamed on the victim, not only by the victim and the perpetrator,
fraternity parties.
at one person. Most likely he propagate
their
own but also by the larger culture. Somehow the victim is accused of beSo perhaps the women that will never openly admit it. Even victimhood and just get some ing flirtatious or encouraging the advances. Here we need to be very
attend these parties feel that if you only succeed in making play. Either way I suppose that clear. Flirting is not a crime when both parties are amenable. Sexual
they are going in an attempt to your voice heard by one person, these women are really in a mis- harassment, which is nonconsensual, is a crime. In the same vein,
wearing a short skirt and drinking alcohol at a party are not crimes convert the "ignorant sexist frat at least you are taking an active sionary position.
sexual assault is a crime. Angering your partner, friend, or colleague
is not a crime - expressing anger as violence is a crime. I have been
surprised how often the faulty logic of blaming-the-victim prevails
on this campus, especially in cases of sexual assault and sexual harassment.
This shame is a strong deterrent to reporting harassment. So is the
current college policy on reporting. Due to a recent change in policy,
there is no longer an informal procedure which students can follow.
Instead, in the case of a student being harassed by a faculty member,
the student must go straight to the Dean of Faculty and muse make a
written, formal complaint. This is a daunting task for all but the most
self-possessed of students. With a culture of blame, it seems inconceivable thatany student would approach this hurdle. It is essential
that all grievances against faculty must go through the Office of the
Dean of Faculty. It is essential that there be a standard process that
also protects the innocently accused. However, it would make sense
for an informal procedure to be possible. This is particularly important in cases where the victim honestly believes that the perpetrator
is unaware of the consequences of their actions.
•
It appears that the time has come for a formal investigation of the
scope of the problem here at Trinity. A survey of students, staff, faculty and administration on instances in which they experienced harassment would be an important first step. A reevaluation of the
current grievance procedures against faculty, other students, staff and
administration also appears to be in order. Publishing a nameless
list of formal complaints and the method of resolution, as is done at
other colleges, might help reduce the sense that no consequences ever
occur. Sexual harassment training is needed for all members of the
faculty, all students, and all other workers on campus.
And then comes the hard part. The phrase on which many of these
conversations conclude. We need to change the dominant culture.
So, ask a friend, roommate, colleague, if they are surprised by the fact
that there are sexual harassment, sexual assault, Rufies, relationship
violence and eating disorders on this campus. Ask them what other
GOOV, CLEAN, "PURB"fUh.
secrets they may have. Then work to change them.

white hat
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A Vote For Reading Week Drive Of The Male Animal
BY PATRICK W. GAVIN

Opinion Writer

One of the things that bothers me
most about this whole Reading Week
crisis is that I believe that we never
should have gotten to this point in the
first place. The sequence of events that
have led us to possibly having Reading
Week abolished were void of logic, democracy, and campus-wide involvement. First, the faculty, on the suggestion
of the Board of Trustees, spent the latter
part of last Spring semester and the early
summer working on a Reading Week
compromise they called "Trinity Days" (a
proposal that has since gained little support amongst faculty, the Trustees, and
certainly amongst students). The faculty didso with little, if any, student participation or input. Upon their
disappointment with the faculty's proposal, the Trustees recently expressed a
desire to abolish Reading Week altogether. This attitude was also adopted
without the input of any students. And
the question: Wha t ever happened to the
notion that an institution can only succeed if the people within it are truly
happy and represented? Surely, such notions are being tossed out the window in
this Reading Week debate. It has only
been due to some student leadership tha t
students have even become a part of the
debate on Reading Week.
The Board of Trustees came to under-

ing Week. They based their "Trinity
Days" proposal around two central principles that they believed to be accurate:
1) Students don't stay on campus and 2)
Asking faculty members to do more
work during Reading Week in order to
keep the students on campus is a lost
cause. However, the only statistical evidence that the Curriculum Committee
had to support their position that students left campus during Reading Week
was an outdated chart from Marriott
Food Services showing how many students ate at Mather Dining Hall during
the week. Of course, they didn't bother
analyzing the chart, for if they had, they
would understand that the chart clearly
is unrepresentative of the student population during Reading Week for a number of reasons.
The chart only reflects 1/3 of the campus' dining options (The Cave and Bistro aren't included). On the contrary, a
proper reading of Marriott's Reading
Week statistics would show that as
many as 70% of the student body stay
on campus. Many students who stayed
on campus this past Reading Week
noted that there appeared to be more students on campus this year than during
any previous Reading Week.
The Curriculum's second reason for
promoting "Trinity Days" was nothing
short of an admittance that faculty don't
do their part during Reading Week. It
even prompted one faculty member to
acknowledge that the problems behind

Reading Week were largely the faculty's
fault. Why should students stay on campus when there's so little to do here? Office hours by themselves won't inspire
anyone to remain.
It is because of all of these inaccuracies, discrepancies, and injustices, that
students have spearheaded a campaign
to save Reading Week. We first and foremost believe that Reading Week as it exists is still a positive and intellectual part
of each student's tenure here at Trinity.
It is one of the things that makes Trinity
truly unique and special in the world of
liberal arts colleges. But if for some reason, the powers that be decide that the
status quo isn't good enough, we reject
the notion held by the Trustees, that the
only way to correct Reading Week is to
abolish it altogether. Why not make it
serve the purpose that the Trustees had
in mind when they first constructed
Reading Week? Give students a reason to
stay here. Have an abundance of activities for students to attend, ones that will
inherently serve the college's liberal arts
tradition and purpose: academic movies,
community service opportunities, offcampus activities, field trips, town hall
meetings, class meetings, museum trips,
departmental lectures and social-awareness discussions. Give students a chance
to apply their theoretical learnings to the
real world, and in so doing, promote the
College's yearning for involvement
within the community. Have economics
majors study the Broad and Park Street
market. Have political science majors
study the effects of the recent election on
Connecticut's State Legislature. With
such a system in place, science majors
can take a break from labs and attend
lectures on Shakespeare, and computer
science majors can break away from
MCEC and take a trip to the Museum of
Leaving such a decision up to the fac- Modern Art in New York City.
ulty is a dangerous thing to do when you
consider the way the Curriculum ComI encourage all students to participate
mittee approached it. It was the Curricu- in the discussion on Reading Week, and
lum Committee's responsibility to to join each other in our effort to restore
produce the faculty's position on Read- and retain Reading Week.

stand that Reading Week wasn't being
used in the manner that it was originally
.set out to serve.They wanted to increase
academic rigor on campus in order to
parallel rivals Williams, Amherst, etc.
But should we attempt to academically
match those schools for no other reason
than that we play football against them?
The average US News &• World Report
(which the College so often seems consumed by) ranking of our NESCAC competitors is #10. We sit lonely at #23. W
hile shooting for the stars is an admirable
vision, abolishing Reading Week certainly won't shoot us 13 spots up the
charts. In addition, little was spoken
about the types of breaks and vacations
that our competitors have. Do they have
just as many days off as we do? More? Do
they have a Reading Week-like element
in their calendar? Such questions were
not a substantial part of the discussion.
Nevertheless, the Trustees, from their offices and jobs miles away from campus,
felt that students were leaving campus
during Reading Week to go on vacation,
go home, and to do anything but read.
And while that's certainly not the complete truth, for argument's sake we'll go
ahead and concede that not every student is using Reading Week as the Trustees wish. But certainly, there must be
some good in the theory of Reading
Week, right? For it was the very Board of
• Trustees of Trinity College that years ago
adopted the idea. Instead of improving,
correcting, and making Reading Week,
they feel that the only way to improve
Reading Week is to discard it. And in so
doing, they've left the faculty and student body with the sole responsibility of
trying to find the happy medium between Reading Week as we know it or no
Reading Week at all.

more than all of last year. My friend says
that because there are more restrictions
Opinion Writer
and there is more power and control of
alcohol left in the hands of isolated inNotefromtheauthor.Rufiesareadrug stitutions and individuals, it is easier for
individuals to contaminate larger quanputintowomen'sdrinkswhichputsthem
into a state, similar to that of drunk tities of beer. I disagree with this. Alblackout. After thesegirlsareinthisvoid, though this strategy would statistically
approximatelyfor 3-4 hours, if they aren't improve the chances of having a night
first hospitalized for vomiting, etc., they of animalistic dominance over a voided
vjake up sexually violated.
female body, I would argue that this
Rufies are not a joke. But Rufie is a would require so much stupidity among
funny name. Rufie sounds like a big,
freckled d ude with a red haired afro. The
friendly giant type who's six feet tall in
the 5th grade (afro not included). The
tallest guy you never wanted on your
basketball team because he grabs every
offensive rebound, and throws the ball
directly into the bottom of the rim.
Catching and throwing it against the rim
up to thirty times in a row until someone on either team brutally fouls him out
of the game. Rufie could also be the guy
who's the sick math wizard, who loves
playing those Korean fighting video
games. He has greasy black hair and also
so many people—I just couldn't believe it.
sucks at basketball. I guess I could have
My optimism, personified by a withered
saved time and said Rufie is a funny
old man with a long white beard, a cane,
name because it rhymes with goofy.
arthritis and bladder problems, says to
As I am easily confused by most me, "Come on, now. You know—I'd even
things, I am confused about Rufies—the say that you are friends with individudrug, not the people. From what I under- als, from every fraternity. You yourself
stand, Rufies is a drug that (according to are a member of one. They would let this
the delicious stereotypes that nourish happen as soon as you would." As I am
my understanding of things—stereo- writing this though, I am watching some
types which I will be consciously using kid with blue jeans—(a neutral, non-steand avoiding throughout this article) is reotypical symbol. If I said...baseball hat,
obtained by frat guys who want to for- I would suffer the rest of the year with
nicate so bad, that any logic and reason, prank calls)....anyway, as I write this, in
and all notions of decorum and civiliza- the illumination of my optimism, I am
tion, are completely thrown out the win- watching a kid in Mather, pour little capdow. The drug is dispensed into the drink sules out into the juice machine at Thirst
of a young lady of their choice. Then at Base.
some'point thereafter, the woman falls
How is this all happening? Right? Isn't
into a state that resembles an alcoholic this the question? Let's figure it out, toblackout. They are conscious but com- gether, right now—an open forum on the
pletely out of it and unaware of anything page of this fantastic publication. Why
happening around them or to them. Like do these guys put Rufies in girls' drinks?
cave men with clubs, I suppose.
You right there—whatdya say? "Cause,
My friend says, "Rufies come out of an ya' know, dey really wanna screw, but
intense, repressed, animalistic need to deez girls don't like dem." Excellent andominate." Before I've completely pro- swer, my friend, who fits under no stecessed this statement, my mind imme- reotype whatsoever except maybe those
diately jumps to a solution. As part of an people who talk with their mouth full.
attempt at self-improvement (because And you over there, why don't these girls
it's all about me, really), I've invented a want to get jiggy with them? "They probdrug for women to slip into sketchy ably are unattracted to all aspects of their
dudes' drinks, which makes these dude's essence." Interesting. And you. "Maybe
want to animalistically dominate only these guys can only speak gibberish and
inanimate objects, like a tree, or a door the girls are estranged by their style of
knob, or the leftover Panini that lives communication." So you're saying these
behind the toilet in the handicapped girls don't understand that these boys are
bathroom in my dorm. I was originally courting them, so in turn, these
going to say, steering wheel as one of the gibberishians break down all language
inanimate objects. But then these guys barriers by turning them into vegetables
would be breaking into random cars on and mounting them? "Yup." Anyone else
Vernon St. to hump steering wheels. But have any ideas? "Maybe these guys are
then again, this would be quite a sight— embarrassed about something and don't
a ballet of contra-Rufified guys mount- know how to approach these girls in a
ing steering wheels to a symphony of civilized manner." Do 1 detect some symshattering glass and car alarms, that pathy for these mysterious Rufians? I'm
would at long last get the attention of the sure they have lots of things to be emadministration.
barrassed about. I bet their feet stink and
As I search for a distributor for contra- their room stinks and their breath stinks.
Rufinol or Woof inol (Woofies), 1 wonder I bet their thoughts stink. Or as one of
who the distributor of Rufies is. My you said, "all aspects of their essence,"
friend suggests that there's some kind of stink. My friend thinks that maybe they
frat web page with links to pharmaceu- are closet necrophiliacs. I think my
tics, and the latest in intravenous friend wants to write these articles inkegerators, and Adam Sandier minutia. stead of me.
Or maybe a classified in an obscure colLast note. Irony, possibly. Guys put
lege-boy newsletter which advertises drugs in girls' drinks which renders
guides for better sex with unconscious them in an unconscious state. What
undergrade
makes these guys lose all rationality and
Things are getting weird, though. I saw reason to do something so awful? Somean advertisement on a campus shuttle thing that transcends these individuals.
that showed a picture of a girl with a beer Maybe there is some kind of social force
foam mustache, holding up a glass of which acts like a drug and renders these
beer. Underneath it read, "Got Rufies?" guys powerless to aggressively lustful
Her eyes were X marks but her smile re- animal instincts. Something out there, a
vealed an intention, on behalf of the belief system, a style of living and actproduct's makers and users, to under- ing, a valuelessness and chaos in our somine the malevolence and sinister aura ciety—or something—a social Rufie is
of the product, itself. .
making these guys—already weak and
My friend blames the new alcohol stupid, vulnerable to the same instincts
policy for the intense rise in Rufie cases of a rapist or a child molester or maybe
this year. There've been 13 cases this year, I'm just old fashioned.
k
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Big Brother Is Science And Religion: God
Watching You As The Ultimate Engineer?
BY JOSHUA SHERMAN

BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Writer

\\

Imagine that you are in a
place where "holding or eating
food provocatively" is against
the law, or a place that insists
you must expect the validity of
a lifestyle simply because the
rules say so. In either situation
the breaking of these rules will
result in serious repercussions.
Are you in George Orwell's
1984? Have you landed in
Stalinist Russia? Are you
trapped in a McCarthy era
witch-hunt? The answer is
none of the above. According
to a recent article in The Wall
Street Journal, you would be a
student at either the University
of Maryland or West Virginia
University. What is most troubling about these rules is that
they have become commonplace in America's colleges and
Universities. These rules that
regulate what you can or can
not say or do on campus,
known as speech codes, are serious threats to the individual
freedoms of college students.
Often these rules are used to
force students and professors to
conform to the politically correct viewpoint of a particular
issue, rather than protecting
anyone from "hostile, environments." I must admit, most of
these rules were created out of
noble intentions, usually to prote
*., w ftli§§,,a I nd minoritiesfrom the creation of sexist and
racist environments. However,
as the saying goes: the road to
Hell is paved with good intentions. The most problematic
aspect is the implementation of
college speech codes. For example, many universities, such
as the California Institute of
Technology and Carnegie
Mellon University, have created
systems of investigation and
punishment that offer little protection for the accused; and no
legal recourse or those who have
been wrongly punished.
The two examples of censorship that I gave above are relatively tame compared to some
of the cases of the past few years.
For example, a foreign student
at the University of Michigan
was accused of being a racist
because he used a term that
could be loosely translated into
"water buffalo." The incident,
that happened several years ago,
started when several black female Michigan students were
being nosy outside of a dorm
late one night. A few floors
above, a foreign student, after
trying many times to tell these
women to be quite, yelled down
a phase that means the equivalent of "Idiots." When the black
women found out that phrase
directly translates into "water
buffalo" they brought him on
charges that he was racist bycomparing them to a dirty animal, such as a water buffalo.
The accused student was subsequently suspended and faced
expulsion. Another example
comes from the University of
Arizona. A few years ago a
Shakespeare professor was fired
because some of material in the
plays that he taught was offensive to some female students.

To make matters worse, these
rules seem to be selectivity applied based on who is the accused and who is the victim.
None of these speech codes
seem to protect anyone outside
of historical victims, such as
women and minorities. For example, I have never heard of a
case where someone was punished, or even accused, of violating speech codes by directing
slurs against whites. To note the
example in The Wall Street
Journal these laws have not
been used against those who
have used slurs like "born-again
bigot" against Catholic students. The irony is that the
groups that utilized freedom of
speech in the 1960s and 70s so
well to bring about great social
change and open up a fairly
closed America society are now
using political correctness and
speech codes to close it once
again. This realization leads me
to ask how can such liberalminded people — if I can call
them that — use such reactionary measures? Isn't that how
America got in trouble in the
first place? Telling people with
a certain viewpoint that their
ideas are valid, and then turning around and telling another
group that their ideas are not
valid.
The question that I must ask
is can this sort if thing happen
at Trinity College? After reviewing this year's student
Handbook, it appears' that
Trinity's sexual harassment and
discrimination rules do not
have their level of strictness.
However, the menacing specter
still haunts this campus. Students, faculty members, and
administrators must strive to
make Trinity a place for liberal,
open learning. An environment
where rules do not get in the
way of anyone's expression of
their ideas must be maintained.
An environment conducive to
learning is fostered only when
all parties, even those you hate,
can engage in a free and open
dialogue over all issues.
Implicit in an open dialogue
is the expression of views that
you might find offensive or insulting. What if the Black Panthers or the Nation of Islam did
the same, how would feel then?
I'm sure that if any of these
groups marched on campus
many people would be offended, which is perfectly valid.
All of these groups, however,
have the right to march. Watching one of those groups march
might make you mad, but at
least it would provoke thought,
which is first in solving any
problem, and an open exchange
of different ideas. Just because
a certain group offends you does
not mean that it has any less
right what it wants to say in an
open forum such as a college or
university.
There is only one solution to
the problems that are created by
speech codes: get rid of them.
The great irony is that college is
a place to openly explore all
ideas and viewpoints. Learning
is not supposed to be about an
absolute expression of "the
truth" as one person or viewpoint sees it. Students beware,
Big Brother is watching you.

Opinion Writer

The debates between science
and religion and their value to
mankind have been paramount
issues of the 20th century.
There is wide disagreement on
how to answer questions about
the benefits of science and technology, and how they fit into the
larger scheme of God's plan for
mankind. Many people believe

that science will someday bring
about Utopia to mankind,
whereas others feel that science
has unleashed a Pandora's box
of horrifying capabilities onto
mankind. It is my opinion that
both statements are a distortion
of the truth. If we are to be honest, we should not lose sight of
the successes of science, nor
should we forget the limitations
of our human nature.
It should be no surprise that
the average person is more comfortable and healthier today
than people severe only sixty
years ago. Our dorm rooms are
furnished with high-speed
computers, powerful entertainment systems, and high quality
television sets thanks to technological innovation. • Humans
live longer today thanks to
modern medicine, an abundant
food supply, and basic sanitation, which have contributed to

the dramatic drops in mortality rates. The life-saving fruits
of technology and science
have had a profound effect on
mankind, but twentieth-century people are no happier today than first-century folk. I
believe one of the many reasons for this unhappiness is
the realization that technology
and science cannot solve
mankind's fundamental problems.
1 believe our society has attempted to replace the need for
God with the world of science
and technology Christianity
and other religions leave many
people with frustrations from
not being able to solve all their
problems by themselves. We
have abandoned God in search
of a more practical substitute.
Science has become the religion of the 21st century, as it
has led to life-saving medical
procedures and answers many
of our toughest questions
about life and the world we
live. But the fact remains that
science cannot solve the most
fundamental problems facing
mankind. I find it amazing
that technology exists to feed
and immunize every child in
the world, but thousands die
each year of hunger and illness. Scientific progress has
effectively treated many of the
symptoms that mankind
laces, but it has failed miserably addressing the underlying disease.
• ,_(i •

I would -agrSft'-wiifn'Blalse
Pascal (the great seventeenthcentury French scientist and
philosopher) that within every human heart in an infinite
"God shaped void" that only
God can fill. At the heart of the
many problems that we try to
fix through technological
means is the root spiritual
problem of our fallen nature.

But we should understand that
a "spiritual" solution does not
mean we must abandon all
physical and social concerns.
Jesus himself was concerned
with the whole person, as he
healed people of both physical
and spiritual ailments. I believe
we should not rely strictly on
science, but instead depend on
a spiritual perspective to give us
the moral framework in properly using the tools of technology.
A deeper spiritual
perspective into the realm of
technology and science will enable us to turn our attention to
those in greater need.
We can easily see the valuable
contribution that people in
fields ranging from economics
to engineering have made to
improve the quality of human
life. However, I believe the solutions to our many problems
does not lie in more knowledge,
but rather using our knowledge
responsibly and directing it toward the care of others.
Mankind's fallen nature, implicating the human heart, points
out the need for God's transforming work in bur hearts. I
encourage students enthralled
in Trinity's academic environment to pursue their fields of
interest, but we should do it out
of the love for each other and
the love that springs from the
great love of God.
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LETTERS T O THE EDITOR
Men Should Feel Welcome At Women's Center
To the Editor

port for women.
As the article in last week's TriThis is being written in re- pod stated, the Women's Center is "a
sponse to Devin Pharr's article place for women to talk and get help
"Women's Center: Not For Men" with women's issues." However, this
which was published in The Tri- is only a part of the Women's
pod last week. His article was Center's mission. If this was the en-'
about a piece published in the tire point of the Women's Center
Women's Center newsletter that then the points that were made in
discussed men's lack of participa- last week's article night have made
tion in the Women's Center.
a little more sense. However, the
I'm sure many men don't feel mission statement of the Women's
like they're "supposed" to go to the Center, which was also printed in
Women's Center, because they feel the article in the newsletter is as folthat men aren't "supposed" to be lows: "The Women's Center is a
there. Instead, men are encour- place of advocacy, support, and welaged to go to the Women's Center. come for all women in the Trinity
They are welcome there. An in- College community. Through educreased male presence at the Trin- cational, social, and cultural proity College Women's Center gramming, it seeks to promote
would be beneficial to the Trinity self-determination, awareness of
women's rights and issues, redress
Community.
The point of the article in the gender inequities and encourage
Women's Center Newsletter was to understanding among women of
expose the lack of male involve- different economic classes, cultures,
ment in the Women's Center and ethnic backgrounds and sexual ori.. .
to illustrate men's thoughts, be- entatioris."
liefs, and opinions based on a
The Women's Center is also a
campus-wide survey that was place for learning and entertaining
conducted earlier this fall. In ad- new ideas. The presence of diversity
dition, the article was meant to is essential to nearly every learning
make the point that if men were environment. Different ideas and
more involved in the Women's different perspectives spark discusCenter, perhaps men and women sion. Through such discussions,
could work together to dispel ideas are challenged, new points are
some of the myths that seem to made, arguments grow, and most
exist about it. In addition, men importantly, changes occur. It is
and women could work together likely that men would bring differto further promote awareness of ent opinions and ideas to the
women's issues and provide sup- Women's Center, Thus, men would

contribute this needed diversity.
An increased male presence
would help the Women's Center
to be able to fully attain its goals.
Men would be a major asset in the
act of promoting awareness of
women's issues and acting on
causes.
When educating people, men
could provide a different perspective thatmight help others understand the importance of women's
issues. The opinions that men
hold are important to the
Women's Center. It is only
through discussing these opinions as well as those of women,
That real progress can be. made on
women's issues,
Even though in some respects
the Women's Center is supposed
to be a "safe haven" for women,
where they can feel comfortable
and get support, itisstill essential
that men are involved in the
Women's Center. It is obvious that
there simply, needs to be a balanced involvement, as opposed to
the total lack of involvement that
presently exists. After all, since it
is both men and women who interact on this campus as well as
society, it is difficult to gain equality for women and improve
women's lives if only women are
involved.
Sincerely,
Sara Getman '01
Women's Center Newsletter .
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Trinity Recognizes Women's Impact At The Millennium
thirty years ago, tennis became
'open' and the first US Open was
held in 1968. King continued
to fight for what she wanted by
always crossing new lines. On
June 23,1972, Congress passed
Title IX, a bill that has forever
changed the world of sports for
women.
For seven teen years, King was
seated on the top ten in the
world, won a record twenty
Wimbledon titles and has been
the only woman to win U.S.
Singles titles on four surfaces. In
the seventies she founded the
Women's Tennis Association
and co-founded the Women's
Sports Foundation. She has
continually fought for the improvement of women's rights,
on the court and off.
The next honorand to speak
Susan Love'sBreast Book and Dr. was the former ten-year PresiSusanLove'sHormoneBook. Af- dent of Spelman College,
ter Harvard Medical School, Johnetta Betsch Cole. She deLove won appointment as the fines herself by four professions:
first female surgeon on the staff anthropologist, scholar of
of Boston's Beth Israel Hospital. Women's and African AmeriLove recalled the time when can Studies and the academy.
there weren't changing rooms With such "sheroes" as Margafor women surgeons, only ret Mead and Zora Neale
changing rooms for 'surgeons' Hurston, Cole has found that
continued from page one
most women into office, while
President Clinton, greatly influenced by his wife, has strived for
women's equality across the
board.
Dr. Susan Love spoke after
Thomas, providing great insights into the struggles of
women in the medical field.
Her mission has been to constantly improve women's
health and inform women
about their bodies. During her
education, breast surgery had
little prestige, but Love soon
came to realize that it was a
poorly treated field. Now extremely important and well-respected, women's health has
changed dramatically.
As a best-selling author, she
has published two books; Dr.

r. Janet Bauer leads Friday's panel discussion featuring Helen A. Thomas, Dr.
Susan Love, Billie Jean King, Dr. Johnetta Betsch Cole, Cathleen P. Black, and
Marilyn Bergman.

women must be able to turn it
right side up."
Cathleen P. Black followed
Cole's remarks. As the President
of Hearst Magazines, she has

"If one woman in a garden can turn a world upside down, then surely
all of the women must be able to turn it right side up/'-Sojourner
Truth as quoted by Johnetta Betsch Cole during Friday's discussion.
and 'nurses', for typically surgeons denoted men and nurses
women. But it was Love who
one day surprised the man. surgeons in rheir locker room by
saying, "Weil the sign says for
'surgeons';" The hospital then
changed its labelling of the
locker rooms. The profession is
still very much male dominated, but Love commented
"she climbed out on a limb to
find her own place".
Billie Jean King, a foremother
in the pursuit of equality in athletics, had her first tennis lesson
at age eleven and promised that
she would change this extremely elitist, white male
dominated sport, and society as
well. At this time women were
invisible in athletics, but with
an athletic family supporting
her, she continued her strides
toward gender equality.
In college in California during the sixties she played tennis
against the men since there was
not a conference for women. Yet

through anthropology one is
able to raise different questions
because each and every one of
u§,are of. different conditions,
backgrounds and'experiences.
Women's and African American Studies link very closely to
anthropology offering unique
insights into the past. By examining the past, women have
come to challenge the present
and future realizing that today's
world is dominated by the
"three Ws": western, white and
womenless. Women are now
challenging the notion of what
it means "to be in charge".
Cole is a model of leadership,
having served for ten years as
the first female African American college president, striving
to achieve the best liberal arts
education for African American women. She ended her remarks with a quotation by
another favorite shero Sqjourner
Truth, "If one woman in a garden can turn a world upside
down, then surely all of the

Dr. Johnetta Betsch Cole addresses a sizable crowd in the
Vernon Social Center at Friday's panel discussion on Women at
the Millennium.

worked her way up to the top
always being sure to take advantage of the options placed
before her.
forefront of the feminist movement with Ms. magazine. She
achieved success with Ms. not
only for herself but the entire
magazine, as she served as the
advertising manager at the age
of 28.
Following Ms., she took the
risky position of President of
USA Today. As its Publisher,
Black took that paper to a new
level. In 1996, she became the
President of the world's largest
publisher of monthly magazines, Hearst. She has emerged
as a powerful businesswoman
and publisher always seeing beyond obstacles.
Finally, Marilyn Bergman
spoke of her time working in the
music business. Unlike the
other women on the panel she
has worked with a male partner,
her husband. She disagreed

PHOTO COURTESY OF
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with the idea that the music industry is blind to gender, for she
commented that almost all
women are represented by a
man. Within the last fifteen
years she has begun to see a
change as women's voices are
being heard.
Upon graduating college,
Bergman started writing songs
and became a part of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
(ASCAP). Six years after her initial election to the Board of the
ASCAP, she was elected Presi• dene -to, serve the 24 members...
Currently there are four women
serving on this Board and
Bergman remarked on women's
rights that, "there is a long way
to go before the glass ceiling is
broken in." Through her re-

COURTESY OF
TRINITY PUBLIC
RELATIONS OFFICE

guests and those who have been
stirred to action by their heroic
examples."
The honorary degrees were
conferred with Mildred Torres
Soto's degree accepted by Marty
Petty, the Publisher and Chief
Executive Officer of The Hartford Courant. President Dobelle
spoke of the late Soto who died
two weeks ago. "A pioneering
leader of the community...who
made history in 1979 when [she]
became the first Hispanic member of the Hartford City Council [as well as] serving on
Hartford's Board of Education
arid co-founding the Puerto
Rican Political Action Committee [and most recently was] the
Hartford Courant's manager of
community affairs."
Dr. Cole gave the convocation

While these six women have been shining
successes in their passions, the path isn't fully
cleared for upcoming working women. Many
of the doors have been opened but plenty
more have to be broken down.
markable work which includes
the lyrics to Yentl and Tootsie,
Bergman has won three Oscars,
three Emmys, two Grammys
and one Ace award.
While these six women have
been shining successes in their
passions, the path isn't fully
cleared for upcoming working
women. Many of the doors have
been opened but plenty more
have to be broken down.
Following the panel lecture, a
formal honorary degree ceremony was held in the Chapel.
Coinciding with Trinity's 175th
anniversary, the College celebrated the 150th anniversary
of the women's rights movement in Seneca Falls, New York.
During President Dobelle's
welcoming remarks, he commented, "it is especially fitting
to reflect on women's accomplishments now as we near the
end of this century, for it is a
century that began with
women denied the franchise
and excluded from a vast range
of opportunities; this century
now closes on a radically
changed scene: women are fully
enfranchised, and there is a
world of opportunity now open
to them. It is a century marked
by intense struggles and courageous efforts to secure equality
for all women...batties led, no
doubt, by today's honored

address and complemented
Trinity on its tremendous efforts of this symposium; "as
Trinity College says quite
clearly- bodaciously one might
say - that the future of our
world, our nation, our country
and surely this College cannot
be secure or vibrant without the
full and equal participation of
women. As a Native American
saying declares: We womenfolk
hold up half the sky!" Yet she
made evident points that with
less than two years from the
millennium, "we are a mighty
long way away from where we
must be if there is to be full gender equality in the world.".
But Cole did not leave her address without some possible answers; "...my sisters and brothers
all in the Trinity College family,
let us celebrate the great victories we have won in the struggle
for gender equality, and let us
not be discouraged by the number of obstacles that are still in
front of us before sexism is totally destroyed.... Each of us can
be a positive force for social
change."
She added, "but if change is to
come, my sisters and brothers
all, we must believe in the possibility of a fundamentally different world.. And we must
work for it with a sense of urgency that will not be denied."
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Peeping Bn The
Girls
Bathroom Is
Not Allowed

Saturday
Night's
Allright For
Fighting

Campus Safety apprehended
A fight broke out between
four non-students who were two students at St. Anthony's
peering through the stalls in the Hall on Nov. 8 at 3:45 AM. The
women's bathroom next to the students were separated and reVernon Social Center at 10:30 ferred to the Dean of Students
PM on November 7. One of the office for disciplinary action.
peeping toms was turned over
Officers Seize
to the Hartford Police. He was
taken to his home and conIllegal Source
fessed to being in the bathroom,
but was unaware it was a violaCampus Safety seized a keg
tion. The four have been asked from the area between High
not to return to the Trinity cam- Rise and North Campus in the
early morning hours of Novempus.
ber 7. The keg was found in a
bush next to North Campus
These Boots
and taken to the Campus Safety
Were Made For office. A student later claimed
the tap, but the keg as of yet is
Walking
unspoken for.
A student returned to her car
in the Vernon Place lot on November 7 to find that someone
apparently walked all over it.
The white 1989 Honda had several footprints on it, and the roof
was dented as well. There are no
suspects at this time.

America's
Greatest High
Speed Chases
A high speed chase by Hartford Police ended with a foot
chase on the northeast corner of
the Trinity campus on November 7 at 9:30 PM. The police were
'ptfMttg-^WtefburyfCT man
for several motor vehicle violations.
The car chase ended when
the man sped around the corner
of Affleck Place onto Allen
Place, and then crashed into the
porch of 133 Allen Place, a
building which is owned by
Trinity. There was slight damage to the porch and to the car,
but nobody was injured.
The suspect then fled towards the Broad and Vernon
parking lot, where he was apprehended by the Hartford Police.

CVS Opens
Branch in
North Campus
On November 5, a student in
North Campus reported that
his prescription medication
was taken from his room. Campus Safety has conducted a
Locknetics audit of the room
and is consulting with the student.

More Troubles
In North Campus
Safety Steps
Up Patrols
Campus Safety will step up
its nightly patrols of North
Campus dormitory following
an incident where a large
amount of broken glass and debris were found in the first floor
hallway on November 7.
According to Director of
Campus Safety Brian Kelly,
North Campus continues to be
a problem for Campus Safety
and the Office of Residential
Life, who are searching for more
permanent solutions.
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Curriculum Committee To
Revisit Reading Week Issue

continued from page one
very helpful and a very profitWeek as it is or as close to as it able time," said Professor Dr.
is now for the sake of the stu- Donald Galbraith.
dents. A Biology Professor gave
President Evan Dobelle, prean impassioned speech about siding over the meeting with
the advantages of Reading Dean of Faculty Raymond
Week, especially for science Baker, told the attendees that he
students. He noted that by get- would not bring up the issue to
ting rid of Reading Week, Tri n- the Board of Trustees while the
ity would be condemning the faculty is pondering new solukids who are the bread and tions. Justin Smith '99, a student
butter of the school. By getting representative on the Curricurid of Reading Week, Trinity lum Committee explained their
would be only hurting the kids options. "We can motion to abolwho use it to their advantage ish Reading Week altogether,
for extended periods of re- we can keep it as it is now besearch, to catch up on school cause it has been that way for 30
work, to work on projects that years, we can re-propose Trinity
require a large investment of Days, or we can keep Reading
time.
Week in full but add a four"Many of my students and teenth week to the end of each
many other students use Read- semester," Smith explained.
ing Week to do research and "There are so many options
projects. For those who use it, right now, there is no way of
Reading Week is very useful, knowing how it will all pan

out," he added.
Psychology professor Dr.
William Mace plans to base
his decision on the alternatives presented. "Trinity Days
is too wishy-washy," Mace
said. "We either need a full
Reading Week as it is now
with the addition of things to
do, or Reading Week needs to
be abolished. Nothing in between seems adequate.
"just abolishing Reading
Week is not appealing to anyone. There needs to be something positive as incentive.," he
added. "By taking away Reading Week, we are taking away
an advantage from kids who
actually utilize the time," said
Mace. "Something that they
have always had the advantage to use will suddenly be
missing and they will suffer
from it's loss."

At Prudential, we let
top achievers do
what they do best
Are you ready for our Corporate Fast Track?
We're seeking the best and

UPCOMING
EVENTS
November 18
7:00 p.m.
Information
Session
General
Management
Terrace
Room C

brightest. Prudential's Leadership
Development Program (LDP) gives
outstanding college graduates a chance to
launch a career-on a fast track. We offer
exciting paths in almost every area of our
business. We're looking for achievers from
diverse backgrounds who share one
special quality—a thirst for challenge.
Big company resources, small
company attention. Our program
combines hands-on experience and
innovative training techniques with
one-on-one mentoring. Through a series of
assignments, participants get the chance
to develop a wide variety of skills.

A chance to make a difference.
Prudential is known throughout the world
as a leader in financial services, and in

communities everywhere for our service
efforts. Participants in our programs are
not only top scholars, but also leaders in
school and community activities.
Get to know us. If you are ambitious
and creative with demonstrated leadership
skills and a strong GPA, then the Leadership
Development Program might be for you.
As an associate, you would experience
rotations.in:
Field Management
Finance
Human Resources & Marketing
Investments
Operations & Systems
Product Development
If this opportunity interests you, we
encourage you to submit your resume.
We look forward to visiting Trinity and
learning more about you.
For more information, you can visit our
website at: www.prudential.com
Prudential offers a highly competitive
salary and benefits package. We are an
equal opportunity/affirmative action
employer and are committed to diversity
in our workforce.

(M> Prudential
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Domestic Abuse
Rising in Colleges

"We have certainly been aware recently of an uprising in the amount of
domestic violence from high school and
before," said Elizabeth Davenport, director of the Center for Women and Men,
who helps USC students deal with domestic violence issues on a weekly basis.
"This is definitely an issue here on
campus," Davenport said. "We need to

CU-WIRE) LOS ANGELES, CA Physical violence in dating relationships
was up to 22 percent and rising among
college students, according to a 1991
study. Among young men and women
enrolled in colleges and universities, almost one in four students have experienced some form of dating violence. This
figure is equivalent to the adult rate.
Highly publicized incidents emphasize that the problem continues today.
Early last Tuesday, Janie Salois, a freshman at the University of Montana, was
allegedly killed by her 26-year-old long- bring these issues out into the open so
time boyfriend. According to eyewitness that people know tha t they are not alone
accounts, the boyfriend threw Salois on when this is happening."
the floor during a night of drunken
fighting. Officials at the scene proColby SCSA Cracks
nounced Salois dead due to broken blood
Down
On Open
vessels in her head.
Containers
With 42 percent of all female homicide victims killed by their intimate
(The Colby Echo) WATERVILLE, ME partners, experts are encouraging As signs put up by Student Activities
women to realize at a young age what a around Colby last week can attest, "At
healthy relationship is.
Presidents' Council Thursday, the SGA

THE TRINITY TRIPOD — NOVEMBER

passed a resolution which provides for a
$250 fine and community service for any
student carrying an open container of
alcoholic beverage outside of a dormitory of other building. The resolution
also provides for the same sanction for
students carrying alcohol into or out of
a registered event."
Hall president of Perkins-Wilson,
Warren (Skip) Newberry '00 brought the
-:

.:-.-.... •••-•• ' ..:••..•,.•..-;••:

p r o p o s a l

t o

the College
Affairs ComThe original proposal focused only on
students bringing alcohol into or out of
designated party spaces. It was changed
to cover all open containers after much
debate among the members of the Council.
The original proposal also would have
given students carrying an open container a fine anywhere between $250
and $500. Some presidents saw the latter as being too severe and therefore
settled on $250, believing it to be harsh

10,1998

enough to scare off would-be open container carriers.
SGA President Ben Langille '99 was a
proponent of the $500 fine.
"To scare students from having open
beverages around campus, we're going to
need some martyrs; it will only take one
student paying $500 to make sure that
nobody else follows suit," he said.
"The main objective of the proposal is
to decrease the liability of party hosts
and to give the liquor inspectors no reason to have probable cause," said
Newberry. "SPBs have expressed great
willingness to step up security in order
to regulate student entering and exiting
parties."
So far, students have been very supportive of the new proposal.
"It might seem harsh to some," said Ben
Farrell '01, "but ultimately the Council
had to do something to get the social
scene going again."
"The liquor inspectors have hindered
the party scene, so it is important to take
the appropriate steps to protect ourselves
so that parties may continue at Colby,"
said Bill Goldman '01.

In Surprising Move, Gingrich Resigns As Speaker
WASHINGTON (CNN) - In
the face of a brewing rebellion
within the Republican Party
over the disappointing midterm
election, House Speaker Newt
Gingrich made the stunning decision Friday to step down not
just from the speakership, but
also leave Congress.
Today I have reached a difficult personal decision. I will not
be a candidate for Speaker of the
106th Congress," Gingrich said
ina wittj^ft statement released
Friday evening.
Gingrich told friends it is
unlikely that he will return at
all when Congress reconvenes
in January, but is not ruling out
that possibility altogether.
Gingrich did say during a series
of phone calls informing members of the Republican caucus
of his decision that he will not
serve out his full two-year term
in the 106th Congress.
Gingrich's move came as a
shock, as the speaker had been
fighting to keep his top job up
until Friday afternoon.
Sources say Gingrich made
the choice when he was told as
many as 30 Republicans would
refuse to vote for him on the
floor of the House. Another
close associate of Gingrich said
the speaker did not want to be
the center of attention and distract his party for the next two
years.
"The Republican conference
needs to be unified and it is time
for me to move forward,"
Gingrich's statement said.
Rumors of a leadership
shakeup surfaced quickly after
Tuesday's election when the
GOP suffered a surprising loss
of five seats in the party's slim
House majority. Just weeks before, Republicans had been confident they could add to their
majorities in the House and
Senate.
Earlier Friday, Gingrich's
longtime friend and ally, Louisiana Representative Bob
Livingston, announced he
would challenge Gingrich for
the speakership.
Over the past year, though,
Gingrich had started to reverse
his extremely low favorability
ratings, which climbed from a
low point of 24 percent to the
30 percentage point range. A
recent CNN poll gave him a
favorability rating of 42 percent.

mission (UNSCOM), which is
charged with eliminating Iraq's
biological and chemical weapons as well as long-range missiles. Iraq wants UNSCOM to
include fewer U.S. and British
BAGHDAD, Iraq (CNN) - A experts on its team and replace
top Iraqi official said Sunday its chairman, Australian Richthat the government would not ard Butler. UNSCOM said it
back down on its decision to would send home about two
ban UN arms inspections. dozen inspectors who have
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq been idled by the standoff, but
Aziz told the official Iraqi News was keeping 100 members of
Agency that the government the team on standby in
was not moved by a tJrf*Sfecti-" H S h d d
rity Council resolution last
Peace
week holding it in "flagrant violation" of UN edicts. "Iraq adProcess Mot
heres to its stance until the
Derailed By
Security Council fulfills its obBombing
ligation toward Iraq," INA
quoted Aziz as saying. This obJERUSALEM (CNN) - U.S.
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright is putting pressure on
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu to ratify the peace
accord reached last month at
Wye, Maryland. The cabinet delayed approval following
Friday's suicide bombing at a
Jerusalem market, insisting that
the Palestinians first follow
through on promises to crack
ligation, he said, involved lifting down on Islamic extremists.
the ban on oil sales "as a start Channel Two reported that
toward the final lifting of the Albright told Netanyahu by
phone that she expects his Cabiwhole embargo."
Iraq last month announced it net to ratify the new peace acwas halting cooperation with cord within a few days, despite
UN weapons inspectors until the market bombing.
the Security Council begins to
On Saturday, a leaflet issued
lift the embargo, which Iraqi in the name of the Islamicjihad
officials say has devastated the claimed responsibility for the
country's economy. The Secu- car-bomb attack at the Mahane
rity Council has said the em- Yehuda market that killed two
bargo will not be lifted until UN bombers and injured 21 Israelis.
inspectors certify that Iraq has "This heroic attack, which was
eliminated its weapons of mass not the first and will not be the
destruction.
last, was carried out by our IsThe United States and Britain lamic Jihad movement at this
have threatened possible mili- difficult time to confront the
tary action to force Baghdad to great conspiracy that aims to
allow UN weapons inspections liquidate the Palestinian cause
to resume. UN sanctions im- through the Oslo and Wye Planposed after Iraq's 1990 invasion tation agreements," the leaflet
of Kuwait prevent the export of read.
oil, Iraq's economic mainstay, as
Palestinian security forces
well as trade.
stepped up anti-terrorism efThe government has blamed forts after the attack, arresting
the sanctions for shortages of several members of Islamic
food and medicine as well as the Jihad on Friday night. They also
deterioration of its water, sewer raided and shut down the Isand electricity systems. These lamic Purity Nursery, a kinderproblems, it says, have taken the garten in Bethlehem.
li ves of 1.5 mil I ion Iraqis d uring
In a first step toward meeting
the past eight years, many of a key Israeli demand in the Wye
them children.
accord, the PLO Executive ComIraq also has demanded mittee on Friday night apchanges in the UN Special Com- proved a letter from Arafat to

Iraq Spurns UN
Resolution On
Arms
Inspections

NiWS

U.S. President Bill Clinton specifying which clauses of the PLO
charter calling for Israel's destruction were null and void.
Under the accord, the 300member Palestinian Central
Council must next ratify the letter by the end of the month.

More Rain
Adds To
Central
America
Storm Misery
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(Reuters) - Rivers burst their
banks and mudslides tumbled
down the sides of volcanoes on
Saturday, a week after Hurricane Mitch, the deadliest storm
in Central American history,
struck the area. Authorities continued to evacuate storm-weary
Nicaraguans as rain fed rivers
already at high water levels.
The unrelenting storm already had left hundreds of
thousands homeless and at least
10,000 dead. Thousands more
were listed as missing and
feared dead. Relief workers
clamored for food, water and
medicine as helicopter pilots
and rescue teams from around
the globe ferried supplies to 3
million people scattered
throughout the countryside
who were cut off from the outside world.
• The economic damage includes $3 billion to infrastructure in Honduras and
Nicaragua, aggravated by the
temporary layoff of up to 18,000
banana company workers in
Honduras.
In Nicaragua the president's
own estimate of 3,800 dead included the 1,848 deceased and
1,267 missing listed by the National Emergency Committee,
plus hundreds more feared buried under a sea of mud covering
30 square miles that came cascading down a volcano in the
northwest of the country, wiping several towns off the map.
President Carlos Flores declared a state of emergency and
imposed a curfew in Honduras,
where there was yet another
jailbreak and guards shot three
prisoners dead while an unknown number ran free from
an overcrowded penitentiary.
The United States said it

would provide at least $70 million of relief. Mexico chipped in
with a massive airlift of supplies and a fleet of 28 helicopters, France sent a team of 130
rescuers while the European
Union, Taiwanjapan, Israel and
other nations provided more
cash and relief supplies.
In Honduras, Tegucigalpa
had become dangerously close
to running out of fuel. Supply
ran out at many gas stations,
and long lines had formed all
week at the few pumps that still
had gas to sell
•' -1 - •

John Glenn
Returns To
Earth
CAPE CANAVERAL, FL
(CNN) - 77-year-old astronaut
John Glenn on Saturday ended
his nine-day adventure in space,
his second in 36 years and a first
as the oldest person to orbit the
Earth. "Discovery and this crew
took us around and around, and
that view is still tremendous,"
Glenn said. "To those whose
prayers followed us around the
world, our heartfelt thanks and
appreciation."
Glenn's exuberant comments
came moments after the shuttle
Discovery touched down on
schedule and without a glitch at
12:04 PM at Kennedy Space
Center.
In spite of concerns about
how quickly Glenn would recover from weightlessness, he
walked out of the crew transport vehicle on his own, although his movements were
noticeably slower and stiffer
than those of the other crew
members.
The 3.68 million-mile journey took the Discovery around
the Earth 134 times. The mission was further enhanced by
the astronauts' successful execution of a demanding research
schedule.
They
completed 83 experiments, successfully deployed and recaptured the 1.5 ton Spartan
satellite and deployed a smaller
communications satellite. They
also tested hardware for the
Hubble Space Telescope along
with a new "vision system," robotic camera and communication system for spacewalking
astronauts that will be used on
he new International Space Station.
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Cave Renovations
Planned For Break

NEWS
Rowland Wins
Although He
Could Mot PuIS
Others To
Victory

into a cafe, with awnings from
the windows and a rail dividing
(TheHartford Courant) -Gov.
News Writer
the seating area from the hall- John G. Rowland, at 41, the
way area. Small bistro-style nation's youngest governor,
Picture this: you're in the Cave tables and chairs will complete soared easily to a second term
with a few friends, trying to this area. The setup of the main Nov. 3, but his was pretty much
have a conversation, but the dining area of the Cave will re- a solo flight: Democrats renoise from the TV keeps inter- main much the same as it is tained control of the state legisnow, but the tables and chairs lature and appeared headed for
rupting.
victory in nearly all other conAfter winter break, it won't will be replaced.
In addition, there will be a tests for statewide office.
happen.
Rowland and Lt. Gov. Jodi
While the student body is at new, more attractive recycling/
home for vacation, the Cave will trash area. There will be art- Rell soundly defeated Demoundergo the first phase of the work on the walls, and maybe crat Barbara B. Kennelly 62, the
17-year 1st District Congresswoman
from Hartford, and runBy cutting down on the noise from the TV, ning mate
Joseph Courtney, a
the Cave will provide an atmosphere more former state representative
conducive to student-faculty meetings and from Vernon.
Although Rowland won the
to conversation in general
most important contest, maintaining control of the executive
renovations that should be some planters, according to Jon branch, he acknowledged that
completed by the autumn of Small, the food service director. he turned out not to have any
next year.
In general, the decor will be coattails and called his victory
According to April Brown- more colorful than the rather "bittersweet" because of it. Tm
Carthen, the director of Mather stark white palate now in use.
Campus Center and Student The whole renovation project is
Activities, one of the most com- designed to create a more intimon complaints about the Cave mate and welcoming atmois noise pollution from the TV sphere. Ms, Brown-Carthen
The primary goal.of the hopes that "it will increase the
planned renovations is to rem- amount of small-group dining
edy this problem. Over winter and create a better atmosphere."
break, construction will take
Ms. Brown-Carthen pointed very disappointed," he said of
place to enclose the TV area. out that the renovations would having not pulled others to vicThere will be a permanent wall not be complete by the time stu- tory.
between the TV area and the dents return in January. The
Although Democrats failed
seating area that has the round structural alterations will hapin their third consecutive gutables. Between the TV area and pen over winter break, but the
bernatorial election, they still
the main dining area there will new furniture won't be here unhad much to cheer about.
be a moveable wall so that the til next autumn because of
Democratic U.S. Sen. Christospace can be opened up for funding issues.
pher J, Dodd won a hi&toRys
larger group activities. By cutThe Cave was last renovated making fourth term, surpassing
ting down on the noise from the four or five years ago, and the
the modern Connecticut stanTV, the Cave will provide an at- issue of TV noise and the oppordard of three terms. Dodd, 54,
mosphere more conducive to tunity to create more diverse
easily bested Republican Gary
student-faculty meetings and to areas combined to make it time
A. Franks, a former 5th District
conversation in general.
for another change to the Cave. U.S. Representative from WaterThe enclosure is the first step "I'm really excited about the bury.
in creating a diversity of seating project," commented Ms.
Democrats maintained their
environments in the Cave. The Brown-Carthen.
hold on four of the state's six
area that currently has the
The new Cave will provide a seats in the U.S. House of Repround tables will have com- new variety of areas to eat, talk, resentatives. In the only race
puter ports, carpet, and soft and interact with students and without an incumbent, former
seating, plus magazine and faculty alike. In addition, it state Sen.John B. Larson of East
newspaper racks, all to create a could provide space for alterna- Hartford easily defeated Repubsort of lounge area. The area tive weekend programming, lican Kevin J. O'Connor of
outside the glass wall by the like Latin jazz or folk singers, Wethersfield for the 1st District
bookstore will be transformed suggested Ms. Brown-Carthen. seat Kennelly gave up to run for
BY KATHERINE KIMBER
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Governor.
Democrats held on to their
majorities in the state Senate
and House of Representatives.
Their willingness to join
Rowland in supporting such
popular election-year initiatives as income tax rebates gave
incumbents of both parties
something to take to the voters.
Last Tuesday's results leave
Rowland largely surrounded by
Democrats holding key government positions. The Attorney
General is still Democrat Richard Blumenthal. The Comptroller is still Democrat Nancy
Wyman, who is ever free with
dissenting appraisals of the
state's fiscal well-being. The
Secretary of the State, Susan
Bysiewicz is new, but her party
label is the same as soon-to-depart Miles S. Rapoport.
The state Senate and House
will continue under Democratic control, with roughly the
same majorities in each. That
means Rowland will have to
play the game he is good at - negotiation and occasional confrontation, but most often

arrived moments before
Punsalan ran from the house.
They were summoned after
Punsalan's wife, Julie, ran to a
neighbor's home claiming her
husband was going to kill her
and burn down the house.
Florencio Punsalan was
taken into custody for medical
treatment, but when police entered the house to lock for other
occupants, he drove away in his
car, striking a state trooper.
State police chased him about
four miles into Exeter, R.I.,
where they stopped him by
pushing his car into a guardrail.
Punsalan then made threatening gestures at the troopers and
asked them to kill him, state
police said.
He was apprehended after a
struggle in which another state
trooper was injured.
Punsalan was taken by helicopter to Rhode Island Hospital
in Providence, where he was in
serious condition, police reported.
Julie Punsalan was taken to
William W. Backus Hospital in
Norwich, where she is listed in

Hartford News
compromise, with Democratic
legislative leaders - to get what
he wants in new laws.

stable condition, said a hospital
spokeswoman. Rhode Island
television station, WJAR-TV,
said she had beeh stabbed. Her
Man With Knife injuries are not considered life
threatening.
In Chest
The two troopers, William
Boyer and Harold French,.were
., Burning
•
taken to the hospital, treated for
back and shoulder injuries, and
released.
Five Jewett City firefighters
were also reported injured, after
their fire truck struck a car
VOLUNTOWN, CT (AP) A while responding to the incilocal man was taken to a Rhode dent.
Island hospital Monday after
Punsalan was charged with
emerging from his burning assault with a deadly weapon,
home with a knife in his chest, eluding police, reckless driving,
hitting a state trooper with his resisting arrest and being a fucar, then leading authorities on gitive from justice.
an interstate chase, police said.
The state police Eastern DisState police said Florencio P. trict Major Crime Squad and the
Punsalan, 35, was bleeding pro- state Fire Marshal's office were
fusely when he left his burning investigating. The fire gutted
house at about 11:10 a.m. Police the couple's home.

Leaves

House, Flees
Police To
Rhode Island

November 3
Election Results

Connecticut

With 100% of precincts reporting, here arethe returns from
selected Connecticut and national races.

U.S. Senate

Governor
California
Gray Davis (D)
Dan Lungren (R)

59%
39%,

Minnesota
Jesse Ventura (Ref.)
NormColeman (R)
Skip Humphrey (D)

37%
35%
i
no/
28%

Georgia
Roy Barnes (D)
Guy Millner (R)
lack Cashin (I)

53%
44%
3%

Massachusetts
Paul Cellucci (R)
Scott Harshbarger (D)

51%
48%

New York
George Pataki (R-inc.)
Perer Vallone (D)
Tom Golisano (I)
B. McCaughey-Ross (1)

55%
33%
8%
2%

Florida .
JebBush(R)
Buddy MacKay(D)

California
Barbara Boxer (D-inc.)
Matt Fong (R)

55%
45%

Texas
George W Bush (R-inc.) 69%
Garry Mauro(D)
31%

Balance of Power
• US. Senate
• Republicans. • 55 (no change)
Democrats
45 (no change)
' ' U S , House of Representatives
Republicans- ' 223(-5)
*
" - Democrats • '211 (+5), *' •
Independents. Knobhange)

63%
36%

US Senate
Chris Dodd (D-inc.)
Gary Franks (R)

66%
33%

US. House 01
John Larson (D)
Kevin O'Connor (R)

59%
41%

Illinois
Peter Fitzgerald (R)
51%
C. Moseley-Braun (D-inc.) 47%

US. House 02
Sam Gejdenson (D-inc) 62%
GaryKoval(R)
36%

New York
Charles Schumer (D)
55%
Alfonse D'Amato (R-inc.) 45%

US. House 03
Rosa Delauro (D-inc.)
Martin Reust (R)

North Carolina
John Edwards (D)
52%
Lauch Faircloth (R-inc. ) 47%

US. House 04
Christopher Shays (R-inc.) 70%
Jonathan Kantrowitz (D) 30%

South Carolina
Fritz Hollings (D-inc.)
Boblnglis(R)

53%
46%

US. House 05
Jim Maloney (D-inc.)
Mark Nielsen (R)

Wisconsin
Russ Feingold (D-inc.)
Mark Neumann (R)

51%
49%

US. House 06
Nancy Johnson (R-inc.) 60%
Charlotte Koskoff(D) 39%

72%
28%

.

Governors,
.
., - ' - Republicans \ 31 (-1) • •
', ' Derhpcrats', ' • i7 (no change) •', •
• > Independents, 2(+}) ; ;•• •.-..
:

54%
43%

Governor
John Rowland (R-inc.)
Barbara Kennelly (D)

50%
49%
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Ramos Welcomed As New
Director Of Community Service

Nolen and
and Cocchiaro
Cocchiaro reviewed
reviewed "what students don t wan
want
Nolen
and discussed all the informa- changed."
tion provided by the adminisIn addition, Jacobson asks
tration, students and faculty. students to "give Val a chance.
Herzberger, however, made the He has a great deal to offer the
final decision to hire Val Ramos college and them. They should
as the Director of Community continue their projects with his
Service and Civic Engagement. and Joe's guidance."
The decision has surprised
Since obtaining his BA from
many students who expected Yale in 1981, Ramos has a long
Joe Barber to advance from his history of community service
position as Assistant Director of related jobs and projects. For
Community Service. Jon example, he has was the DirecProsnit '01 said that "being at tor Guakia, Inc, a Puerto Rican
cultural center in Hartford,
he was in charge of fund
Herzberger wants to know "what students where
raising and managing the staff.
don't want changed."
He was also the Assistant Dean
at Yaleforsix years. As a Dean
Other requirements include the Trinity for two years now, I was he was in charge of the Puerto
ability to obtain new resources shocked that Joe did not get the Rican Cultural Center which
for projects, support student ini- job of Director of Community brought together students, factiatives, and work with off cam- Service. [However,! in no way do ulty and community leaders in
pus organizations to promote I want to discredit the person cultural activities. Through the
new opportunities.
Dean's office he also "promoted
who took the job."
According to Herzberger, hirHerzberger recognizes that community service through
ing the new Director of Com- many students are concerned pre-orientation programs." He
munity Service and Civic with the outcome of the job has also worked with other
Engagement was a process in search. She recognizes that Bar- community service organizawhich students, faculty, and ber "was a very strong candi- tions such as LULAC and
administration participated. date. The fact that he wasn't Causa, Inc.
Out of a pool of 50 applicants hired doesn't say much about
Ramos has some new ideas to
Nicole Cocchiaro '99 and his qualifications, but about the implement, although he does
Patrick Nolen '00 helped experience of the person who not know if he wants to change
Herzberger, "select interview fi- was hired. Joe has done a great much. He is "impressed by the
nalists by reviewing all the ap- job. In the scheme of things we level of commitment [at Trinity].
plicants'
credentials." have hired a great person for the Faculty, students, and adminisHerzberger went on to say that position." She went on to say tration really want to make a
Nolen and Cocchiaro then that students who have con- difference ." He only wants to
"selectled] six students to meet cerns about the recent changes contribute to an already "innowith almost all candidates and in many aspects of the admin- vative institution."
reyiewtVveir qualifications.": A£- istration should talk to her.
As Director, Ramos wants to
ter these meetings^ Herzbergex, Herzberger wants to know
sponsor a coinrp.unity service
continued from
from page
none one
engagement, Jacobson's former
position was expanded to include several other responsibilities. For example, Sharon
Herzberger, Vice President of
Student Services said, "the new
Director must stimulate students to participate in civic
projects and create collaborative
projects with Career Services,
the First-Year Program, community organizations, and all
constituencies of the college."

The annual Homecoming game against Amherst
drew a large crowd to Jessee Field on Saturday.
Unfortunately, Amherst won, 32-18.

open house. He will bring in
"organizations to showcase materials for students." Ramos
hopes that this will "provide information for an interesting and
dynamic day" to provide more
community service opportunities for students.
Additionally, Ramos hopes to

CHltSE PIZZA
14" medium $7.50
16" large $9.50
additional toppings $.50 on med
$1.00 on large
anchovies
bacon
broccoli
eggplant
garlic
hamburger
meatball
mushrooms
olives
onions
pepperoni
peppers
ricotta
sausaqe
spinach
tomatoes
CITY PIZZA SPECIALTIES

PRIMAVERA
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Mushrooms, broccoli, peppers, olives and sliced tomatoes
on a white pie
CHICKEN PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $12.50
Fresh Mozzarella, fresh chicken and sliced tomatoes,
basted in pesto sauce
SHRIMP PESTO
Med $10.75
Large $13.90
Fresh Mozzarella, shrimp and sliced tomatoes, basted in
pesto sauce
WHITE PIE
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Fresh Mozzarella, Romano cheese, garlic, parsley,
oregano and olive oil
WHflE CLAM
Med $7.50
Large $9.50
Baby clams, Romano cheese, garlic, oregano, olive oil
and parsley
SEAFOOD SUPREME
Med $11.50
Large $14.95
Shrimp, crabmeat and tomatoes on a white pie
HAWAIIAN
Med $9.50
Large $12.50
Pineapple, peppers, pepperoni and hot sauce
MEAT DEEP DISH
$17.95
Filled with pepperoni, sausage, meatball topped with
bacon and Iresh cheese
VEGGIE DEEP DISH
$15.95
Filled with broccoli, mushrooms, tomatoes, peppers,
olives, and spinach topped with fresh cheese and parsley
SHEET PAN PIZZA

$15.00
Additional toppings $2.00 ea.
" 4 HOURS NOTICE PLEASE!!

N.Y. STYLE PIZZA!!
498B Farmington Avenue • Hartford

236-2616
OPEN 7 DAYS • 11:00am - 2:00am
*"FREE DELIVERY***
With $7.00 minimum purchase

We deliver cigarettes
The Best Pizza For The Best Price

KATIE BRYANT

build stronger ties with the Hispanic community around campus. Ramos ended by saying
that he is here to "provide guidance for community service opportunities. For their [students]
own projects, to connect them
to already existing projects, or
start a new project."

Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sauce
$4.95
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with meatballs
$5.95
Spaghetti, ziti or shells with sausaqe
$6.95
GRINDERS
8" Half
16" Whole
Cooked Salami
$3.75
$7.50
Eggplant
$3.75
$7.50
Genoa
$3.75
$7,50
Ham
$3.75
$7.50
Meatballs
$3.75
$7.50
Roast Beef
$3.75
$7.50
Sausage
$3.75
$7.50
Tuna
$3.75
$7.50
Turkey
$3.75
$7.50
Veggie/cheese
$3.75
$7.50
Chicken Cutlet
$4.25
$8.50
Steak/Cheese
$4.25
$8.50
Seafood
$4.25
$8.50
Combo (2 kinds of meat) $4.50
$9.00
DINNERS
Eggplant Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Chicken Parmigiana with pasta
$7.95
Baked ziti
$7.95
Meat Ravioli
$6.95
Cheese Ravioli
$6.95
Veggie Ravioli
,
$6.95
all dinners include salad and roll w/ butter

CHEF SALAD
$5.50
Ham, turkey, cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, cucumber, green
pepper and olives
ANTIPASTO °
$5.50
(no coupon needed, just mention special)
Salami, pepperoni, cheese, mushrooms, eggplant, cucumbers,
olives, green peppers, cherry peppers and lettuce
o $2.00 off any large pizza or free 2 liter
TUNA SALAD
$4,95
soda with any large pizza order
Tuna, lettuce, cheese, tomatoes, olives and cucumbers
• Large cheese pizza, 10 wings & 2 liter
GREEK SALAD
$4.95
soda only $12.99
Feta cheese, lettuce, tomatoes, green peppers, cucumbers,
• $1.00 off any medium pizza or 2 free
olives and cherry peppers
cans of soda with any medium pizza order TOSSED SALAD
$1.95
GARLIC BREAD
Small $1.50 Large $3.00
• Buy a large pizza with one topping and
Italian, Creamy Italian, Fresh, Blue Cheese and Ranch
get a second large pizza for 1/2 price

City Pizza Special for
Trinity College

ilil mull mi 111 miMHiiia

• Buy 16" giant grinder, and get 1 bag of
chips & 1 can of soda FREE
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Pepsi Coffee Coke Orange Tea Snappfe

Breto's Pizza

UNDERNEW MANAGEMENT
Free Delivery
Open Late

(860) 278-4334 / (860) 278-4527Hours: Sunday-Thursday 11 a.m.~3 a.m.
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m.-4 a.m.

24 New Britain Avenue, Hartford, CT
"The Best Pizza in Hartford"

We Deliver a Full Line of Cigarettes, Garcia, and Phillies

Breto's Pizza

W E ACCEPT

Small (12").. $5.00
Topping........ $.50
Large (16")
$8.00
Topping
$1.00
Sheet (18x24"). $15.00 Topping
$250
Special Meat Dough.... Sm. $10.00 Lg. $15.00

Specialty Pizzas
Served with Cheese, Ham and Pineapple

Red Veggie Design . . . . . $8.50 /15.50 /22.00

PIZZA TOPPINGS

Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, fresh tomatoes, etc.

White Veggie Design

Mozzarella
Hamburger
Bacon
Pepperoni
Ham
Sausage,
Anchovies
Broccoli
Olives
Onions
Spinach
Mushrooms
Tomato
Eggplant
Pineapple
Hot Peppers
Peppers
Ricotta
Fresh Garlic • Sun Dried Tomatos
Always—Extra Cheese No Charge

Veal Parmesan
Calzone.

$8.50 /12.50 /22.00

A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /30.0.0

Fresh tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

Max's Preferred

$8.50 /12.50 / 22.00

Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scallions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the H e a r t . . . . . . . $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00
Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

SPECIALTIES DINNERS
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Eggplant Parmesan
Shells
,
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
Ravioli, Meat or Cheese
.^
^.
Stuffed S h e l l s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . / ! • ^ p J ^ N
»x
• LI^
f
Line rKJBJl(
\
Manicotti
/
„ .. „
,
\
I
Garlic Bread
I
T
Lasagna
\
/
/-U- ? -B
\ Ss and Salad y
Chicken Parmesan
• -^^'

Sm. /
Lg. / Sheet
$6.00 /10.00 /20.00

Hawaiian Pizza

$7.50
$6.50
$5.00
$7.50
$6.50
$6-50
*,-»
$6.50
*•„ cn
$7.50
ctrn-n
$7.50

Deep Spinach Pie Pizza

$8.50 / 12.50

An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced
spinach mixed in ricolta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Sides & Salads
Maricoppi Bread

$3.50

A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

T^TTrrrrrT:.
$7.50 French Fries
$6.00 ($.75 per item) Onion Rings

Baked Ziti

:

$5.00

GRINDERS & SUBS
Half
$4.25
BLT
$4.25
$4.25
Meatball
$4.25
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
$4.25
Pepperoni
$4.25
Tuna
$4.25
Hamburger
$4.50
Cheeseburger
$4.75
Ham & Cheese
$4.25
Sausage
$4.25
Veggie
$4.25
Eggplant
$4.25
Italian
$4.95
Roast Beef
$4.95
Turkey
$4.95
Veal
...,
$4.95
Turkey & Bacon
$4.95
Chicken Parmigiana
$4.95
Pastrami
$4.95
Steak & Cheese
$4.95
Gyro (Steak & Cheese, Chicken or Lamb & Meat)
w/fries

GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.00
$6.25
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$4.95
$5.50

$1.50
Mozzarella Sticks (8 p c s . ) . . . . .
$4.50
Hamburger ..
$2.25
w/fries..
$3.50
Cheeseburger
.$2.50
w/fries
.,
$3.80
Fish & Chips
.
$7.50
Half Chicken (w/salad, fries & garlic bread) $6.95
Buffalo Wings (w/blue cheese)
.$4.95
Chef Salad . . .
$6.00
Greek Salad ..
$6.00
Tuna Salad
$6.00
Antipasto
$ 6.00
Tossed Salad
$4.00
Caesar Salad
$5.00

. . . . . . $2.80

r

2LARGETlzZAsl TBUFFALO
Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter I
I
$16.95 tax incl.
I
278-4334
J

CALZONE
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

$8.00 Plenty for two!

I
I
I
I

I SMALL PIZZA I I LARGE PIZZA I \2 WHOLE GRINDERS8
I
8 3 Topping + 1 Liter Soda ' 8 Cheese + 1 Topping + 2 Liter I
Only
1
Soda $10.00 tax incl.
i
$7.00 tax incl.
j 8
$10.95 tax incl.
i

278-4334

JUI O"**J*>-*

•

278-4334
" • "
' " ^ •

j

9

-

278-4334

s

i.

F T

Fries + Bread + Salad
$6.50 tax incl.
278-4334

GYRO
Fries + Can of Soda
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

BUY 1 DINNER
Get 2nd at 1/2 Price
Free Salad and Garlic Bread
*W / U

^T*^'*-' 1^
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the nature of postal work isn't eyes, "I like to help the students
quite inspiring, he takes certain with their problems...and they
pride in doing the job well. In help me with mine." For evihis two years, the job of the dence, he related to me the story
postal office has been super- of the three Trinity students
vised without incident.
who Vinny asked to help him
I can attest to Luca's determi- with an exceptional overflow of
nation. When a piece of art mail. "They just came in and got
work for an advertisement to work...They were here for
didn't arrive during the normal three hours, and received no
business hours, Luca returned monetary compensation."
to Trinity at my request and
Luca and Vinny realize that
fetched it for me. I remember not all is rosy in their world. For
being surprised at his willing- starters Vinny doesn't underness to come in at 8:45 p.m. "You stand why control of the post
made it sound pretty important office is now in the hands of
on the phone," he told me then, Central Services. "We're in the
"I didn't want to let you guys business
of
student
down."
service...they aren't. 1 think it
Vincente Salvador, a.k.a. was better when we reported
"Vinny", is the most colorful directly to Dean [David] Winer.
personality of the three. Vinny He understood what the stuis working towards his third dents needed." Luca adds that
ANDYSHffARD
Vinnie, Luca and Dennis —The Postmen.
straight decade of Trinity em- they're in serious need of more
throughout the day without ter a number of fruitless jobs. "A ployment, but he's not senti- hands in the office. The three of
OWEN TRIPP
friend of minejohn Givens, is a mental about it. "Trinity is a them are in every day, including
break.
Business Manager
So here I was, hogging their plumber here. He told me to good place to work. Not a great Saturd ays, sorting, stuffing, tapfirst free minutes of the day apply for a temp, position. I kept place, but a good place." I coax ing, parceling and addressing.
We stage the interview at the with my questions. But I don't coming back to the school. him for more. He hesitates and "It's almost too much. For such
Mather Post Office at ten past sense the slightest bit of petu- They ended up offering me a then explains to me how he a small school, Trinity receives
three last Friday afternoon. I lance on their part; they answer position, and I've stayed here came to Trinity and how ex- quite a bit of mail. We want to
actly the Post Office fit in to the be able to provide the same serknock on the side door, and all of my questions with cordi- ever since."
vice to you [students], but someLuca Pizzoferrato, Trinity's ality and sincerity. Needless to
While his job tends to be te- "Vinny Mystique."
Postal Supervisor, escorts me in say, 1 was immediately im- dious, he claims to be happy
He left El Salvador in 1976, times we're real tight." I
and offers a prime seat. He re- pressed by their professional- with it all. His role is more or right before the national chaos suggested that they drop their
mained standing. He looks ism.
less behind the scenes—he de- came to a fore. He arrived in quality standards for a short
tired, but his patent smile is still
Because of the steady trickle livers the departmental mail in Hartford with ambition and time in an effort to make the
there. Dennis, the other full- of students with package re- the morning and then helps skill and joined up with a local administration understand
time Postal Assistant sits at an quests, I realize it is going to be with the sorting during the af- Building/Maintainence corpo- their need for an extra body.
adjacent desk, calmly munch- impossible to interview the two ternoon. Dennis attributes ration. At the time, he was sub- Luca grimaced.
ing on a Cave cheeseburger and oE them simultaneously. So much of his satisfaction to the contracted with the Traveller's
Unsung heroes may not be a
fries. "Lunch," he responds to while Luca scurries about, Den- environment created by his co- Insurance" Group. When the Kibad labelfor this-crew.oWJiUe
my inquisitive look. 1 take an- nis and 1 talk about his life and workers. "Luca is the best boss project finished up, he found a they technically aren't postal
other look at my watch.
job with Trinity's Building's and employees they have all the
how it lead him to the lower I've ever had," he tells me.
confines of Mather Hall.
Another long-term resident Grounds. In 1989, a position same tasks. Unfortunately, they
"Lunch at 4:15?"
Born in Jamaica, Dennis of Hartford, Luca Pizzoferatto is opened up in the Post Office. don't enjoy the same benefits.
"Most days it's real busy
around here. It's the first thing Llewellyn moved to Hartford in grateful for his position but he Vinny applied and received a As the United States Postal CarI've had to eat since 7:30 this 1974. Since then, he's called is equally cognizant of the re- part-time job. The other part of rier in the office pointed out to
morning," Dennis explained to Hartford's Cornwall Street his sponsibilities it carries. "This his day is spent in the Biology me, "I don't have to work the
me without the slightest hint of permanent home. He recalls a job is high stress. We have to department's greenhouse.
same hours as these guys nor
annoyance, "1 just grab a bite time in Hartford when a resi- perform all of our duties to
Vinny is the figure-head of the same days." He also didn't
dent of the Blue Hills wouldn't theT." I learn from Luca how the post office; he accepts his fail to smugly point out that he
when 1 can."
Dennis' lack of complaint is dare set foot in the South End, Trinity's Post Office reports to responsibilities with a light- makes more money. Let me be
common of the Post Office Staff; and vice versa. "Yeah, Hartford two higher orders: The United hearted determination. For the first one to say that I hope
their day starts promptly at 7:30 was a tough place then, but it's States Post Office and the Trin- him, it's less a chore and more a that these guys don't join the US
am and ends around 4:00 pm, gotten better. Hartford's not a ity College's administration. commitment
to
the Mail Cops. Because even though
yet there's always an upbeat air bad city though. It's small and One day it's the inspector from community's need. "Trinity is the job benefits might be better,
about the office. These two guys has a character.... it is getting the Post Office, the next it's the like a family," he mentions to the "postal persona" certainly
"boss" from Central Services.
had started working before 1 better."
me with increasingly misty doesn't fit these guys.
Dennis arrived at Trinity afwoke up and had continued
He also explains that while

SEMIOh SPOTLIGHT

Top Ten vy^sjifD Tell You're
A RedrM^fedi Knight

Josh Ricciarelli is a Public Policy major from Plymouth, Massachusetts.

How do you want to be
remembered after you
leave Trinity?

10. You use your lightsaber to pick your teeth.

Rumor has it that
you've been taking Creatine quite regularly.
What are the reasons for
this?

As an average guy. I've
tried not to fall into every
Trinity pattern.

8. Your Wookie thinks you should shave.

I'm a real perfectionist.
So I'm just working towards the perfect body.
Actually, I'm taking it as
a part of a study I'm doing in my Philosophy of
Sport class. Nobody else
would participate.

What do you want to
do after graduation?

9. You wonder why Luke and Leia never got married.

7. Your father says, "Shoot son, come on over t' the
dark side. It'll be a:hoqt.V [K- v
?*\\\
6. Your

dizzy all the time. I rarely
know where I'm going.

I'm going to travel the
world. I don't know what
How do feel about be- I want to be when I grow
ing called "The First Guy up. But I know I just want
To Take Off His Shirt At to be paid.
A Party"?
Do you have any emThat's probably true. I barrassing moment that
Have you had any side am the longest standing you'd like to share?
effects?
shirt taker offer. But it's
been a while since I've
I've never done an emI'm dehydrated and done that. I've sort of re- barrassing thing in my
tired and passed the torch. life.

4. You can find; nd grammatical errors ihithe way
Yoda talks.
: ^ : : - - ^ ' ^ "
: ,

i
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3. Jabba the Hut backs down from your mama.
2. Your Jedi robe prevents access to the dip stored in
your back pocket.
I. You discover that your greatest enemy is, in fact,
your father, who also happens to be your brother...
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A Pledge of Allegiance

EVERYWHERE
By LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Features Editor
There are dozens of things that we do
everyday that would make us arrogant
people, but we all do at least a few of
them. They say that our generation is the
most self-absorbed of them all. But
maybe it's the little things that make it
seem so normal.
1. The mirror and the phone.
The portable phone was invented for
convenience. You can take it anywhere,
from your bedroom to your common
room, from your bathroom to your
friend's room. Portable means movable.
You can also take it in front of a mirror.
You are still talking on the phone, and
carrying on a conversation. But at the
same time, you get to see what you look
like when you talk.
You get to see how your mouth moves
when you say certain words, and if you
look stupid when you laugh. You get to
see the facial expressions you can make,
and what your smile looks like. You can
have a lengthy conversation in front of a
mirror to two different people, the person on the other line and your reflection.
Sure, if someone walked in while you
were doing this you might feel kind of
stupid. But in the privacy of your own
room, your phone conversations could
be used for more practical reasons than
just as a method of keeping in touch. The
mirror allows for self-critique. And a
phone conversation is the same thing as
a job interview (Right?), so I.betihai the.
Off
would Cell y
you
that this is not something done by the
self-absorbent student, but rather by the
motivated, responsible one that cares
about their physical appearance and
performance.
2. Voting for yourself (athletic).
In high school (the last time 1 personally took part in organized sports), we
voted for captains. They say that this
process is not a popularity contest. Let
the best man (or woman) win. Not true,
you voted for yourself. Even if you were
the worst player on the team with the
least amount of motivation or dedication (1 have experience in this field), you
still voted for yourself. You folded up that
piece of paper three or four times so that
no one could see that the name you wrote
on your paper was your own. It's a team
sport, and everyone is equal on and off
the playing field.
Not true, captains were cooler. You
wanted to be the captain—forget about
your best friend who truly deserved it.
And if they truly deserved the position,
then other people would vote for them
anyway. Conceited? No, just good strategy3. Voting for yourself (nonathletic).
In the first grade, I attended a Beauty
Pageant themed birthday party in which
all the little girls won their "places" by
having their names randomly chosen
out of a hat. But there was one contest
that wasn't random, "Miss Congeniality."
We got to vote. All the little girls put the
names of their best friends on their little
piece of paper, but not me. 1 put my own.
And I lost. But at least I wasn't the only
little girl who didn't get a vote. You vote
for yourself in class elections, and in the
Homecoming Court You vote for yourself in Student of the Week elections, and
Employee of the Month. You vote for
yourself because you really want to win,
and like we're told—every vote counts.
And if you voted for someone else, you
were helping another person beat you
out of your spot.
4. Reflections off of everything.
You don't have to be a Physics major
to know that there are other surfaces

than mirrors that produce reflections.
So if you look at a mirror two dozen
times a day, don't forget about car windows and store show cases. Because you
can see your pretty blue eyes off one of
those, too.
You're walking down Newbury Street
in Boston looking at all the pretty clothes
in the nice stores. Not true, you're looking at yourself and how you look walking in your new skirt.
But just in case you're being watched,
you change the expression on your face
as you pass the store to a concentrated
stare that says, "1 was looking at the
stitches on the bottom hem of the skirt."
Or maybe you're walking through the
chapel parking lot where there is always
a surplus of cars. And you know what
that means—a surplus of car windows
and rear view mirrors to look at as you
pass by. Just a quick glance at your reflection off of a car window. Anything
that can give off a reflection is worth taking a look at.
Doing these things doesn't mean that
you're conceited. Looking at yourself or
taking pride in your appearance are both
wonderful qualities. Anything in moderation can't hurt you, and neither will a
little self-confidence.
So if we're the self-absorbent generation, so be it. We're all interesting people,
to look at and to talk to. Just because the
interest can tend to turn to self-interest
every now and then, it doesn't mean that
it's bad.

AD pledges expose Trinity pride on Homecoming.

KATIE BRYANT

Sumrrtef away in DC!
/ "S*

S

pend your summer at the virtual pulsepoint of world affairs -Washington, DC.
World-renowned George Washington
University offers you more than 700 courses
— from the arts to' math and computer science
to human development — in the heart of
official Washington.
• You can learn from recognized experts in
your chosen field.Take in the museums,
monuments and cultural attractions. Work out
on miles of bike and jogging trails. There's
no place quite like Our Nation's Capital.
• Or, you can choose one of our study
abroad programs and venture to fascinating
foreign lands.
• Join GW's world-class faculty and other
adventurous students in an enriching experience you'll never forget.
CALL 2 0 2 . 9 9 4 . 6 3 6 0 FOR D E T A I L S .
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BY JUUANNA BOGDANSKI

Features Editor

It is often said that students on this
campus are apathetic. I beg to differ. We
are not apathetic, there is simply little
access to real resources to remedy student problems..
This past week 1 attended the Forum
on Gender hosted by the President's Special Council on Women. There is no excuse for what was said to be ignored. Not
by the administration, and most importantly, not by the students.
Several topics were brought up for discussion. Of these, the two most heatedly
discussed: eating disorders and sexual
harassment. "Sexual harassment" included both student-student interaction
and student-faculty interaction.
It is one thing for us to sit back and
acknowledge that we may have heard
rumors: "sure, I've heard that this might
go on here." But it is quite another to see
a young woman student become more
and more emaciated as the semester goes
on, eating "hollowed-out bagels" and lettuce leaves for a meal. It is another thing
to know that your friend throws up before practice. It is another thing to know
that one of your close friends receives
phone calls in the middle of the night
from a professor, multiple times a week.
And it is another thing to sit, with this
knowledge, and not do anything about
it.
, Many of you will say, and many said
it at thefoxum:"How can we help? 6 0
they want OUT help as friends? Will the
administration do anything about it?"
And although the administration
present shook their heads in disbelief in
hearing the little tragedies that are occurring daily on this campus, will they
really do all that they can to change

er in
.-J

things? Can we trust that though the
administration has this information,
something will be done about it in a
timely matter? Are eating disorders and
sexual harassment treated as important
as beautifying the school, putting out reports on all the good that Trinity does,
or on the nex t famous speaker to present
a panel lecture and discussion? While
these aspects of our college's atmosphere
are important, it is apparent that other
issues are being swept under the rug.
President Dobelle looked shocked, as
did the rest. He seemed to demand that
something be done, that he wanted to
"follow up" with students on these matters. But one can't help but wonder: Will
my friend see the change before he or she
graduates? Will there be a conclusion to
this long road of terror?
And it is terror. These issues are terrifying because they are happening, and
moreso because they are being ignored.
It is terrifying to know there is a possibility that rufies are on our campus. It is
terrifying to know that while the docu-

who is being harassed not to take any
more classes with that professor. Nor is
it to write a brief statement to "put into
his file so that the next time he does
this..." there will be documentation;
proof. There shouldn't have to be a next
time. The sad thing is, these are the solutions students are being given on how
to deal with their "problem."
This past week, there was a cartoon in
the Opinions section of the Tripod, depicting three female students hanging on
meat hooks, while male students examined them as "succulent piece(s) of
meat," followed by the caption
"America's Future CEO's." While this
cartoon represents how women are
treated on this campus, why is it that no
one says anything about it, and if they
do, why is nothing being done to remedy the situation? I don't think many
would say that reducing the amount of
alcohol available at parties would rid the
campus of this meat-market atmosphere.
What about the fact that many

As for students who see that girl they
don't even know, eating a slice of tomato
and lettuce for lunch; what avenues are
available for those who want to help?
How does one go about saying something? We have no-one that we know of
who can really help her. There is no professional eating-disorder specialist on
campus. So we remain silent, and it continues. We talk in whispers, but really
say nothing at all. Knowing about a
problem is not enough to change it.
I do not agree that we are apathetic. I
assert that there is little one knows to do
when faced with these issues. We, as students, have the right to know the truth
about what is going on. We should not
be afraid to speak out, to voice our opinions on real student concerns; likewise,
our issues ought to be paid equal attention along with other aspects of campus
life.
It would be nice to see, alongside a
news article about the closing of our favorite campus bar or a lecture by yet another famous activist, an article entitled

Are eating disorders and sexual harassment treated as important as beautifying the
school, putting out reports on all the good that Trinity does or on the next famous
speaker to present a panel lecture and discussion? While more positive aspects of
our college's atmosphere are important, it is apparent that other issues are being
swept under the rug.
mentation and file-making and hushed
whispers are going on, it seems that
nothing is really being done, And if,
spmethingis being done, we, the students,
who deal with these issues daily, aren't •
being made aware of any remedies or
action being taken. (As for confidentiality, that is no excuse for us to not be made
aware of these issues that occur on campus.)
The solution is not to tell a student

women feel that the meat-market exists "Students and Administration Take Real
in the classroom, where their male pro- Action Against Sexual Harassment." Is
fessor makes them uncomfortable with there shame in a campus being reworked
inappropriate comments? The fact is, at- in this way? If anything, it shows a Cpltitudes 'about sex-reiaticns—andijaore,, _ legewi^^sgQrigiCppj^itm.eritt^eX.Qel
l
i
^
i
l
generally, male-female relationships- lence, at all costs. And we, as the Trinity
are deep-seeded and should be addressed Community of students, faculty, staff
in ways that will prove to be more effec- and especially the administration, ought
tive. The problem? No one seems to not to be afraid to take that risk, if we are
know how to resolve these situations ef- truly going to be the "premier liberal arts
fectively, so they sit, untouched, in a file. college of the future."

Speaks the Tuuth
Can You HandLe Yotm Fate?
It*

SCORHO

AQUARIUS

OCT2>-NOV21

JAN2O-FE.B IS

You're going to be confronted this week
by someone that you have done something incredibly awful to. Stand your
ground and call them a liar. Insist that
they are making up their story. In the
end, you will prevail.

This will be a very mystical week for
you. Wonderful, happy little things will
come your way and you'll feel like the
world is your oyster. Beware of the devil
woman who will bring you down. She
is not a happy person.

SAGITTARIUS

ri5cts

NOV22.-DE.C21

FE.5 l?-MAR20

Someone will try to steal your spotlight this week. You will do something
wonderful and someone will try to
take your credit. Forget the motto that
fighting never solves anything and
clock them in the nose.

CAFRICORN
DLC22-JAN \9
You will find something that you've
been missing for a while. Do not think
that you are lucky. You have found it
for a specific purpose, and you must
use the object wisely. You know what
to do. It is your fate.

This is a very good week for you. Not
one bad thing will come your way You
will be blessed with good fortune for
only this week, so enjoy it, Drink and be
merry as often as you can. But remember, this will only last for a week.

' TAURUS
APR 20 - MAY 20

Stop starting fights, you big bully. Do
you understand that people do not like
you because you beaton them? Nobody
likes a bruised shoulder every time you
feel like finding a punching bag.

t

GEMINI

VIRGO

MAY 21 -JUN2O

, AUG25-SE.FT22

You are trying so hard to be nice. You
get an "A" for effort, but you failed everywhere else. Being nice should not be a
chore. You should enjoy putting smiles
on peoples' faces. But since you don't,
you're evil.

ARIES
MAR 21 -APR

You are feeling pressure from your
friends to do something that you aren't
quite ready for. You want someone to say
that it's okay to do your own thing. But
it's really not. Your friends will make fun
of you and beat you up.

Grrrr... I'm a lion. Why are you constantly trying to be something that
you're not? Try being your own person
and stop pretending to be like everyone else.

X1N 21 - J U L 2 2

%
It's getting cold for this summer sign,
and you are starting to feel the chill. It's
not the weather, though, it's from the
aura of coolness that is constantly
around you. Are you the cool one? No,
it's just the friends you hang out with.

Life will change for you this week. You
will alter your way of thinking, and
you will wake up a new person every
morning. Or maybe you'll wake up
with a new person every morning. The
stars aren't clear on that one.

LlbRA
5ETT25-OCT2i
You've shed the old skin, haven't you?
Life goes on, doesn't it? You've watched
good things happen to others for far too
long. You'll be surprised by a wonderful romance this week. And if not,
well— you're used to it.
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A Naughty Nurse... A Steak Knife... Two Innocent Students

Steaming Thi
BY VIRAJ MAJMUDAR
AND ETIENNE LEBAILLY

Restaurant Reviewers

Thanks to some mysterious
philanthropist, we were able to
go to City Steam Brewery/Restaurant on Friday evening and
sample both brew and grog.
Upon blowing in the door off of
the icy cold streets of Hartford's
ghostly city center, we were
greeted by a merry atmosphere
of drunken Hartfordians and
out-of-town business folk. They
were partaking in the brews of
this very place, as well as bloating themselves on copious free
fried Friday foods (your standard happy hour fare). We made
our way to the hidden reception
desk only to find that our reservation was elusive as well. No
matter, there were plenty of

low. Our second table, slightly
less smokey, was yet another
floor up, under enormous
Crayola-ed faux stained glass
windows. The interior reminded us of a train station
with its comfortable openness,
but still had an old school men's
club feel.
Our waiter John, whom we
dubbed Mello-Leno (a cross between a former SGA vice-president and a late night talk show
host) was happy to describe the
house brews to us. We selected
a City Steam Ale and a Naughty
Nurse Pale Ale; neither of us
were disappointed.
The
Naughty Nurse, a pale amber
beer, had a slightly fruity aroma
and a spicy aftertaste. The City
Steam reminded us of
Newcastle, though a bit heartier.
Later we tried their sampler—a Trinity-sized shot glass with

the Bruschetta and Chevre, i.e.
toast and goat cheese, i.e. cheese
and crackers. This was a delicious platter consisting of a billiard ball of goat cheese rolled
in walnuts, an ample serving of
kalamata olives and a sort of
tomato chutney. We hastily
shoveled as much of the tasty
toppings onto the provided
toasted rye bread strips, holding
off the hounds of hunger until
dinner.
While awaiting the arrival of
our main course, our neighboring tables provided some
memorable company. The elderly diners in the booth to our
right were puzzled and mused
over their various selections. Of
particular interest was a sprig
of rosemary which neither they
nor our waiter, Mello-Leno,
could identify.
Next to the two couples in the

Dropping a piece of someone else's bruschetta, i.e. toast, to distract
VJ, she stabbed Etienne in the shoulder with his steak knife, nearly
ending his rowing career. Thankfully, she missed.
seats to be had in the not-so a handle—of each of their five
smoke-free non smoking sec- beers. The Colt 46 unfortunately hearkened too much to
tion.
City Steam has retained the its namesake, Colt 45, while the
multi-level pseudo-rustic gran- Hughhefeweizen was also on
deur of the old Brown Thomp- the light side, although foggy
son Company Restaurant with suspended yeast. Another
which used to occupy this one of our samplers, Dr. Pivo IPA
space. The downstairs is how- was strong and bitter with a
ever a lit.tie more hollowedjout creamy head similar ~ to
tcfrrfafce'roo'm for the live music Guinness. We were happy to
and the happy hour play- note that the City Steam Ale
ground. Moreover, we're told the and the Naughty Nurse were
basement houses their comedy their best offerings. Also, a note
to all those who are having a
rathskeller on the weekend.
Our first table found us on the hard time getting into The Tap,
second floor above the bar, with we weren't carded!
For an appetizer we ordered
a view of the revellers down be-

booth pondering the rosemary,
sat a drug dealing, phone-toting, beeper wearing, UCONN
basketball star, i.e. cool guy, who
paid for his meal with the largest roll of cash we've ever seen.
During his stay our wealthy
friend found it necessary to turn
completely around and stare at
us, betwe&ri cell-phdnei-conversations.
We were saved from having to
ogle back due to the attempted
murder of Etienne. Waitress #2,
smiley glasses lady, approached
at full tilt, dinners in hand.
Dropping a piece of someone
else's bruschetta, i.e. toast, to dis-

Etienne and VJ after a dinner to die for.
tract VJ, she stabbed Etienne in
the shoulder with his steak
knife, nearly ending his rowing
career. Thankfully, she missed.
Not so thankfully, we had to
share one steak knife for the rest
of dinner, despite her promises
to bring another. She obviously
felt bad though, seeing as she
asked us a few dozen times if we
wanted more beer.
The dinner itself was large,
meaty and flavorful. The pork
tenderloin lived up to its billing,
which was a godsend due to the
lack of cutlery. The loin was
accompanied by apples and
currants, as well as mashed potatoes. The entire ensemble was
juicy in the right places, and
quite filling. The topi.'siribin, ordered medium, arrived just
short of jerky, but tasty nonetheless. The grilled veggies were
crisp and garlicky.
As if we hadn't eaten enough,
we shared a dessert. We opted
for a piece of apple kuchen in
keeping with City Steam's Ba-

JUUBOGDANSK1

varian theme, since neither of
us was brave enough for the sausage platter. The loaf of cake
was elegantly served resting on
a bed of warm caramel, topped
with real whipped cream, and
a dusting of powdered sugar.
With our buttons nearly
bursting, we bid Mello-Leno
good-bye and rolled out the
front door, into the arctic Hartford air. All in all, the meal was
extremely satisfying, and perfect if you are about to embark
on a hunger strike. We haven't
felt like eating since.
The atmosphere was easy going, catering to the college, and
post-college crowd. It is much
more of a bar than the old
Brown Thompson's used to be;
not a problem given its billing
as a brewery.
The food was good, the beer
was better, the service needs improvement. Overall, we recommend City Steam for those with
a good sense of humor arid a
taste for microbrewed beer.
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WITH EVERYTHING THIS BANK
AC^

MAKE YOUR LIFE ANY EASIER
UNLESS, OF COURSE, WE

PAID FOR YOUR TUITION
Only the Student Value Package'gives you so much for so little.
\ ;
';: V;? v

• first 3 months free, then only $3 a month' • get fret- sandwiches at
;
Subway®' with a coupon, BankBoston Card and a student ID • use
24-hourOnline Banking with Homel.inkv" ' • over 1,500 BarikBoston'., .'•' .•. ,:;,

Get Free
Sandwiches

1 Vdhd school ID or aiceplance Inter required lo qualify Ini X-Press Check .ind KCMYC Credit you MUM be al lust 18 yeac. of age and have no adveise credit hision 2 If you wme mote ili.m
8 checks a month, each additional check is $.75.3. Purchase a six-inch Subway® Sandwich and a 21-ounce soft drink and gel a second six-inch Subway* Sandwich and 21-ounce soft drink of equal
or lesser price free upon presentation of a Student Value Package coupon. Offer expires May 31,1999. Offer available at participating Subway* locations and may not be combined with any other
offer One coupon pei person per visit Subway is a registered trademark of Doctors Associates Inc 4 Online Ranking with ISanklioston Homel ink™is free (e.g, transferring funds, checking balances)
There is a $3 50 monthly fee for Online Bill Payment with I lomeLink
Member TD1C
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LECTURES
"Producing Freaks"

Autumn Interludes

Gruesome Twosome Play
Their Own Game
So you thought the old soccer
field was out of commission this fall?
Apparently not, there was definitely
some play going on during the
Homecoming football game. A pair
were attached mouth to neck, and
then some. We thought the vampires
had left on Halloween. AT thinks
they must have stuck around for the
big game. Too bad they missed it.

Drive In Style, Party In Style
Thumbs up for the alums who
showed up in their own Winnebago.
Parked right in the center of the tailgating, this Winnebago had students
and alums inside it, around it, and
even on top of it. When AT was
searching for a grill to steal a hot dog
from, they were pointed towards the
Winnebago that had its own kitchen.
No Porta-Potty needed when you got
wheels with a toilet included. And
if you want to hook up or pass out,
you got a bed ready and available. A
self-sufficient recreational utility vehicle.

At 8 pm in the Goodwin Theater on Friday and Saturday, November 13 and 14, the Department of Theater
and Dance will present-Autumn Interludes, an exciting
and varied evening of dance.
Featured performers indudeAmie Dowling and the
Dance Generators, The Judy Dworin Performance Ensemble, Deborah Gof fe, Abdoulaye Sylla, Bevan Talbot,
and Trinity Unlimited.
Admission is $8 general and $5 discount. For more
information, call Austin Arts Center.

On Wednesday, November 18 at 7:30 pm in Studio
47, the Studio 47 Performance Series will continue with
As the Crow Flies: Original World/Folk Music and Spoken Word.
Improvisational vocalist Victoria Christgau, composer/guitarist Robert Weinstein and percussionist
John Marshall, drawing from roots in jazz, world music
and improvisation, will uni te to create music featuring
Victoria's stories with whale sounds, bird calls and
other sounds inspired by nature.
This performance is sponsored by the Department
of Theater and Dance and MetaArts.
Admission is free; no ticket is required. For more information, call Austin Arts Center.

Wednesday, November 11
12:00 pm

Roman Catholic Mass
Crypt Chapel

Thursday, November 12
Hartford Police Go Home
Anyone who was at AD on Saturday must be wondering why the
HPD was at a private party enforcing
school rules. Those who were shut
out because of the "no reentry"
policy can blame their influence.
Alas, this was yet another week of
their meddling with private citizens
on private property. AT yearns for
the days when they would just sit in
their squad cars, drink Dunkin' Donuts coffee, and listen to Jams 910
while earning double overtime.

Amherst Sucks, but Who
Swallows?
Amid the misery and embarrassment of the homecoming football
game, at least the pledges of AD entertained the crowd with their halftime antics. Dressed in togas, the
brothers ran around the field, and
two of them showed true school
spirit by painting "Amherst" and
"Sucks" on their derrieres. This is all
fun and good, but it leaves the question of who had the distinct pleasure
of painting the words before the
game.

Wicked Witch of the East
Student frustration about the
new alcohol restrictions and miserable social life that has followed has
found a human target in the often
faceless administration - Dr. Sharon
Herzberger. Upset students put up
signs early this morning asking her to
"take her head out of ass" and rethink
her policies. Unlike the witch in the
Wizard of Oz, however, rumor has it
you need to throw beer on Sharon to
make her melt, and we at AT suggest
that some brave student try it.

630 pm

.

Zen Meditation
Crypt Chapel-

Sunday, November 15
5:00 pm

Roman Catholic Mass
Main Chapel

7:00 pm

Vespers Service
Main Chapel

On Tuesday, November 10 at 7:30 PM, Washington
Room, Joshua Gamson of Yale University will present
his lecture "Producing Freaks: Daytime Talk Shows and
Sexual Boundary Making"
This lecture is sponsored by the Committee for Lesbian & Gay Studies, Departments of Sociology, Anthropology, English and Psychology, American Studies
Program, Women's Studies Program and the Women's
Center.
For more information, contact the Women's Center.

Biology Seminar

Studio 47 Performance Series

Chapel Happenings

10,1998

On Thursday, November 19 in the Life Sciences Center, Room 134, Dr. Susan K. Weller will be conducting a
biology seminar.
The seminar, entitled "DNA Replication and Genome
Maturation in Herpes Simplex Virus," will take place at
4:15 pm.
Refreshments will be served in the Life Sciences Library at 3:45 pm.
Dr. Weller is a professor of Microbiology at the University of Connecticut Health Center.

Human Rights Lecture
On November Uth, at 4:00 in the Rittenberg Lounge,
the second presentation of the International Human
Rights Lecture Series will take place.
The guest speaker for this event will be Roberta
Cohen. She will be discussing "The Impact of Armed
Conflict in Creating an Internal Displacement Crisis."
Ms. Cohen is the foremost authority in the world on
internal displacement and a guest scholar at the
Brookings Institute.. Ms. Cohen is the Senior Advisor to
the Representative of the UN Secretary-General on Internally Displaced Persons and is currently a member
of the U.S. Delegation to the UN Commission on Human Rights.
This event is sponsored by the Office of International
Programs and the Office of the Dean of Faculty.

Ann Plato Lecture
On Wednesday, November 18, at 4:00 pm in the Smith
House, The annual Ann Plato Lecture will be held.
TJie speaker, Uosa E. Carrasquillo will speak on "The
Making of 'Good Puerto Ricans': Peasants' Bodies, Colonialism, and Public Health in Caguas, Puerto Rico, 18981910."
Students, faculty and staff are invited. A wine and
cheese reception will follow the lecture.

CINESTUDIO
The Governess (R)

Sun., Nov. 8
2:30 pm, 7:30 pm
Mon. &Tue.,Nov. 9&10
7:30 pm

(England, 1998) Written and directed by Sandra Goldberg. Cast: Minnie Driver, Tom Wilkinson, Florence Hoath,
Jonathan Rhys Meyers. With a main character of an impoverished youngjewish woman who is forced to pose as a
Christian to get a job in 1840s' Scotland, writer/director Sarah Goldberg brings a totally new viewpoint to the standard-issue British costume drama. Minnie Driver (Circle of Friends, Good Will Hunting) plays Rosina, who travels
from London to a lonely, wind-swept Scottish island to take a job as a governess. The repressed head of the family,
played by Tom Wilkinson of The Full Monty, is an amateur inventor who is on the track of finding the chemical
solution to develop photographs. His reserve slowly melts, however, as Minnie Driver's fascination with his project
turns scientific experimentation into an exploration of eroticism. 114 min.

Saving Private Ryan (R)

Wed. & Thu v Nov. 11 & 12

7:30 pm

(1998) Director Steven Spielberg. Screenplay by Robert Rodat. Cinematographer: Janusz Kaminski. Cast Tom Hanks,
Tom Sizemore, Edward Burns, Giovanni Ribisijeremy Davies. Here is the last chance to see SavingPrivate Ryan on the
big screen before it goes out of release! Rightly championed as a war movie that actually conveys the terrifying experience of being in battle, Spielberg's newest film transports the audience back to D-Day and the invasion of Normandy.
After the fighting has slowed and the bodies counted, a small troop of soldiers is sent on a dangerous mission: to rescue
Private Ryan and save gis family the heartbreak of losing four sons in the war. A great ensemble cast and the creative
cinematography of Janusz Kaminski add to the realism of this extraordinary film. (170 min.)

Slums of Beverly Hills (R)

Fri., Nov. 13
Sat., Nov. 14

7:00 pm
2:30 pm, 7:00 pm

(1998) Written and directed by Tamara Jenkins. Cast: Natasha Lyonne, Alan Arkin, Marisa Tomei, Kevin Corrigan
Rita Moreno. Calling her nomadic family the "Jewish Joads," Tamara Jenkins' own idiosyncratic Grapes of Wrath
takes place in Beverly Hills of the late 1970s. Trooping from one not-quite-glizty-enough apartment to another a
meddlesome divorce played by Alan Arkin tries to keep his family together. As Jenkin's stand-in Natasha Lyonne
maintains a wide-eyed amazement at the weirdness of her relatives, including a glamorously unhinged cousin perfectly played by Marisa Tomei. Kevin Corrigan of Clerhsas Natasha's first inappropriate love object, a 70s:style slacker
whose main man is Charles Manson.
'
Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Author William Cane will be giving a multimedia
presentation on his book, The Art of Kissing, on Friday,
November 13, at 9 pm in the Konover Campus Center,
University of Hartford, 2000 Bloomfield Ave, West
Hartford.
The presentation will contain music, slides, videotapes, and live demonstrations by students to show exactly how to overcome kissing shyness and to
demonstrate more than 25 types of kisses.
This presentation is sposored by the University of
Hartford's Program Council.
For more information, call (860) 768-4712. Admission is free.

Art Exhibit
From Saturday, November 7 through Monday, November 23, the Zion Gallery at 211 Zion Street will be
hosting a two person exhibition.
The exhibition, which features the work of artists
Taylor Milne '99 and Jocely n Schneider '99, is being presented in conjunction with The Women's Convocation
and the 175th Anniversary of Trinity College.
Gallery Hours are from 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday or by appointment. Call
860-297-5232 for more information.
This exhibit is made possible by a donation from
Karen Fink Kupferberg, Class of 73.

Reading by Joan Connor
On Wednesday, November 18 at 5:30 pm in the
Alumni Lounge, Joan Connor, Assistant Professor of
Fiction Writing at Ohio University will appear to read
from her work.
Her collection of short fiction, Here on Old Route
Seven and OtherNewEngland Stories was published by
the University of Missouri Press.
The stories focus mainly on rural life in Vermont and
have been praised as being "funny and sad, sharp-edged
yet poingiant."
Professor Connor is a recipient of an Arts Grant and
the recent winner of The Ohio Writer competition in
fiction and non-fiction.
This performance is the last in the 1998 Fall Writer's
Series, sponsored by the Trinity College Department of
.:
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Job Available
Looking for a job? Ten-hour per week position available for spring term.
Religion, Philosophy and International Studies is
looking for a work-study student to do xeroxing and
mailing.
Job will begin in January.
Please call x2472 to arrange an interview.

Zen Retreat
On Saturday, November 14 from 9 am to 2 pm at the
Trinty College Chapel in the Crypt, The Trinity College
Chapel and the New Haven Zen Center will sponsor a
Zen Retreat.
The fee is $10.00 general; $5 for students, senior an d
members of the New Haven Zen Center.
To pre-register, call the Trinity Chapel Office at 2972012 or the New Haven Zen Center at (203) 787-0912
Please make your check payable to: "New Haven ZEN
Center." Checks may be sent to the Trinity College
Chapel, 300 Summit Street, Hartford, CT 06106 Attn:
Donna.
A vegetarian lunch will be included.
Arrive early, wear comfy clothes and bring a cushion if you have one.

Engineering Alumni Panel
On Tuesday, November 10 at 8 p.m. in the Alumni
Lounge, Career Counseling will present a Careers in Engineering Alumni Panel.
The panelists will include alumns Daya Fields'98,
Monica Grewal Krasinski '87, Sue Muik '91,Wayne
Ogorzalek, Paul Popinchalk, & Tina Rideout '98.
For more information call Career Counseling.

Second Tuesday Lunch Series
Need some "spiritual food?" On Tuesday, November
10 the Chapel will be holding the 2nd Tuesday Lunch.
It will be held from 12:00 pm to 1:00 pm in the
Friendship Chapel.
The topic for this lunch will be "What? Me Worry?"
Participants in the discussion will contemplate the
challenge of trusting God enough to stop worrying.

12-1 pm

2nd Tuesday Lunch
The Friendship Chapel

6:00 pm

Watch the film Race
Women's Center

Wednesday, November 11
9:30 pm

Charles Florez Quintet
Bistro

10:00 pm

Movie Night
LA Confidentialm the Cave

Thursday, November 12
12:15 pm

"Gender Differences in the Effects
of Brain Damage"
Women's Center

7:00 pm

"Challenging Fatitudes: Media
Messages, Body Image and SelfEsteem"
Terrace Room B

9:30 pm

Creative Arts Night
Terrace Rooms, A, B, C

930 pm

Dave Stolz and The Usual Suspects
Bistro

Friday, November 13
AHL Hockey.
Hartford Wolf pack vs. Springlfield
Falcons. Tickets on sale at Mather
during meals or call x3039 for info.
$9, $7 for juniors.
9:30 pm

Bowling Trip
$2 for games and shoes
Leave from Mather

Saturday, November .14
11:00 am

Park River Clean-up
Leave from Mather.at 10:45 am.
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Classifieds
SPRING BREAK
Cancun, Florida, etc.
Showcase Cinemas - 936 Silver Lane
Times are valid through Thursday, November 12
Prices $7.25 regular admission, $4.50 matinees before 6:00 pm
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810
Antz(PG)
Belly (R)

2 screens

Beloved (R)
Bride of Chucky(R)
John Carpenter's Vampires (R)

2 screens

Living Out Loud (R)
Pleasantville(PGD)
Rush Hour (PG13)
The Siege (R)

2 screens

TheWaterboy(PG-13)

2 screens

The Wizard of Oz (not rated)

12:55 pm, 2:50 pm, 6:55 pm
1:05 pm, 3:10 pm, 5:15 pm, 7:30 pm, 9:35 pm
1:35 pm, 3:40 pm, 5:45 pm, 7:55 pm, 10:05 pm
1:20 pm, 7:00 pm
12:35 pm, 2:40 pm, 4:45 pm, 7:15 pm, 9:20 pm
12:45 pm, 3:00 pm, 5:20 pm, 7:45 pm, 10:10 pm
10:15 pm
12:40 pm, 3:15 pm, 5:25 pm, 7:35 pm, 9:40 pm
1:15 pm, 4:00 pm, 7:25 pm, 9:55 pm
12:50 pm, 2:55 pm, 5:05 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:50 pm
1:10 pm, 4:10 pm, 7:10 pm, 9:45 pm
1:40 pm, 4:40 pm, 7:40 pm, 10:15 pm
1:00 pm, 3:05 pm, 5:10 pm, 7:20 pm, 9:30 pm
1:30 pm, 3:35 pm, 5:40 pm, 7:50 pm, 10:00 pm
12:30 pm, 2:45 pm, 4:55 pm, 7:05 pm, 9:45 pm

Newington Theater - 40 Cedar Street in Newington
Times are valid through Thursday, November 12
Prices $3.50 regular admission
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489
A Night at the Roxbury (PG13)
Ronin (R)

1:30 pm, 3:15 pm, 5:00 pm, 7:00 pm
2:00 pm, 4:20 pm, 7:00, pm

Real Artways Theater - 56 Arbor Street in Hartford
Times are valid through Thursday, November 12
For prices and scheduling information, call (860) 232-1006
Happiness (not rated)

2:45 pm, 5:30 pm, 8:10 pm

Best Hotels, Parties, Prices. Book Early
And Save!!
Earn Money and Free Trips!!
Campus Reps. /Organizations Wanted.
Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-60D
www.icpt.com

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME

sound to you?
Amazingly, profitable oppotunity.
Send self-adressed stamped envelope to:
International
1375 Coney Island
Brooklyn, NY 11230

Part Time
Lifeguards/Swim Instructors
Great Pay, flexible hours, free membership to state of
the ait facility,
Students Welcome
Current Certs Needed.
522-4183 x349
YMCAEOE
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Colette Collage Examines Exploring Art Forms
Life of the French Novelist
BY LIZ KISZONAS

Arts Editor

BY A M Y BUCHNER

-* Arts Writer

On Saturday November 7,
audiences got the rare chance to
watch one of Tom Jones and
Harvey Schmidt's lesser known
musicals, Colette Collage:
Cahtteand Willy. This creative
team is also responsible for 110
in the Shade, I Do, I Do, Celebration,Philemon,Mirette,and The
Fantasticks, the longest running musical in the world.

The musical was directed by
Gerald Moshell and included
the performing talents of students: Jennifer Noakes '01,
Ernesto A nguilla '99,Jacquelyn
Maher '01, Ann-Marie Faria '02,
Jennifer Gagosz '00, and alumnae Maria Lavieri Hislop and
John Summerford. The cast was
very talented and performed
with great energy and enthusiasm. Their effort was incredible.
Unfortunately, their material
was not as exciting. The story
was intriguing and never bor-

Whik the audience may not have walked
out humming one of Colette's melodies,
they did enjoy an afternoon of dark and
disturbing theater with bits of fun and
humor laced in-between.
Colette Collage is a two-musical piece detailing the life of
the French writer SidonieGabrielle Colette, famous for her
novel, Gigi. Saturday's performance only consisted of the
first musical, Colette and Willy,
which focuses on her marriage
to Henri Gautier Villars (Willy).
The musical's subject matter, a
woman's struggle for independence and creative recognition
was in conjunction with
Trinity'sl75th-year Celebration:
Women at the Millennium:
Transitions and Transforma•tic®s,;;
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ing but the songs were often
bland.
Despite the easily forgettable
tunes, there were many memorable moments in the show. Particularly the dark and
provoking
number, "La
Vagabonde," which dealt with
Colette's exploration of lesbianism, and the light and frothy
"Cat and Dog Duet" which included everyone's favorite line
of the evening, "We'll put the
pooch back in Puccini."
Jennifer Noakes' performance
as Colette was fabulous. Her
singing was beautiful and her

escape from the bondage of her
overbearing husband, played
with tremendous strength and
power by Ernesto Anguilla, was
very moving. The rest of the cast
was excellent, especially John
Summerford who delighted the
audience with his portrayal of
Jacques, Willy's effeminate secretary and Colette's partner and
confidante.
The direction was fabulous.
The blocking was always interesting and used the many levels of the set and the audience's
seating to its advantage. The use
of a coat rack full of costumes
kept Colette on stage at all times
and helped keep the story's pacing fast and exciting. The dancing choreographed by Paul
Tines was excellent. From
dance hall cancans to seductive
tangos the performers looked
fabulous. The story moved
seamlessly to its final and very
powerful moment.
While the audience may not
have walked out humming one
of Colette's melodies, they did
enjoy an afternoon of dark and
disturbing theater with bits of
fun and humor laced into the.
fabric of the performance. It
isn't often that one is given an
afternoon of musical theater
with a message. The audience
took home new perspectives on
women's rights, sexuality, and
the triumph of the human
spirit.
.t .
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A photograph features the
nude figure of a woman stretching her arms up to the sky. Following the line of her spine,
runs a poem, part of which
reads, "A thought went up my
mind today that I have had before..." The composition cleverly

by Emily Dickinson, Rainer
Maria Rilke and Franz Kafka
throughout her images. The
combination of Dill's haunting
photography paired with the
delicate verbal art of these three
poets creates a stunning affect.
However, this haunting imagery leaves room for some visually disturbing pieces. A few
people who visited the exhibit
made the general comment that

Dill's haunting photography paired with
the delicate verbal art of poetry creates a
stunning effect.
evokes the image that the line of
poetry implies.
This creative wit exemplifies
Lesley Dill's new exhibit entitled, "The Poetics of Form."
The exhibit, which opened November 4 in Widener Art Gallery in Austin Arts Center, is a
composite of many medias and
forms of art expression. Dill's
work includes sculpture, video
and photography; employing
such mediums as copper, wood,
thread, and fabric.
Dill's exhibition, compiled in
the last four years, is an autobiography of experience. Dill attributes the inspiration for
much of her work to her recent
trip to India. Other images reflect the "seductive introspection of the woods" of Maine and
the Adirondacks, where she
grew up.
To illustrate her art, Dill liberally sprinkles lines of poetry

the art "freaked" them out. Perhaps images of copper hands
poking out faceless eyeballs
doesn't sit well with the viewer
who does not expect, nor want
to be challenged by the artist.
So called "modern" art rarely
lives up to anything that even
approaches art. To a certain extent, this can be said for Lesley
Dill's exhibit. Frequently, the
most beautiful parts of her images are the poetry. In some
pieces, there is a sense that Dill
is merely illustrating the poetry.
If this be the case, the question
must be asked, Who is the real
"artist" here? It takes far less
thought to be the illustrator,
than to be the creator. Despite
her methods, though, Dill does
succeed in creating thoughtprovoking, sensitive, even powerful images. And perhaps
that's all that we're looking for
in art.
—•

CoolBoarders Thrills Smoke Signals Highlights

Native American Perspective
BY D A N FLIGSTEN

Arts Writer
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BY JOHN AKIN

Arts Writer

It would seem that, with the
growing popularity of the sport,
a good video game based on
snowboarding would be easy to
come by. Unfortunately most
snowboarding games of late
have been below average or just
plain horrible. TheCoolBoarder
series (CoolBoarders 1&2) has
been relatively disappointing.
The graphics were choppy, the
characters were hard to control,
and they just weren't very fun.
They say that the third time is a
charm, and CoolBoarders 3 is
just that. The graphics are beautiful, with, no 'slow down', the
control is easy to pick up, there
is a 2 player mode, and there are
plenty' of tracks to keep you
busy for a long time.
Let's face it, though, while all
these things are nice, the most
important thing about a
snowboarding game is the
jumps. .1 mean, what good is a
snowboarding simulation if
you can't go flipping down the
hill and not get hurt? All of the
tracks in CoolBoarders 3 include a good amount of jumps

to fly off of, rails and logs to
slide on, and other objects to
bounce off. There is even a special event for those interested in
getting 'Big Air.' It is easy to
make your character flip, spin,
and grab. Just make sure that
you are right side up when you
hit the ground.
The two player mode really
adds to the value of the game.
Not only can you speed down
the slopes with a friend, but the
ability to punch each other adds
another element to the competition. The screen is split in two
horizontally with stats, such as
speed and points, set off to the
left. The game actually manages to be semi-realistic, despite
the amazingjumps you can pull
off. The intricacies of the slope
are accurately represented.
Your character looks and moves
like a snowboarder should.
Even the sounds contribute to
the whole snowboarding feel.
Bottom Line: in no way is it a
breakthrough game, but if you
are into snowboarding, or
would just like to try it without
hurting yourself, you owe it to
yourself to check out
CoolBoarders 3.

A movie about cowboys and
Indians without the cowboys?
That's right. The award winning film Smo'ke.Signals byNative American director Chris
Eyre, illustrates Indian life in
contemporary American society. Filmed on an actual reservation in Idaho, this movie is
intended for all those who wish
Tanto could have had a little
more of the spotlight.
Victor and Thomas are two
boys who have known each'
other since birth but have very
little in common. They are fatefully thrown together at infancy when Victor's father saves
Thomas from a burning building. As they grow up, their differences become more and more
defined. Thomas, a nerdy,
glasses-wearing intellectual, incessantly annoys Victor, a big
"stoic" Indian whose life is left
in shambles after his father
deserts the family. Ultimately,
Victor and Thomas leave the
reservation and the former is
forced tocome to terms with the
reality of his father's less than
perfect character.
For a young, independent director, this is a decent film. The
most notable aspect is the dialogue between Victor and Thomas. This is funny relationship
because Victor does everything
in his power to exude oppositional angst but Thomas fails to
take the hint and persist in being as annoying as always. The
most comical scene between

WWW.MIRAMAX.COM

Evan Adams and Adam Beach star in Smoke Signals.

these two characters is where
Victor tells his sidekick to shed
his goofy grin and look like a
stereotypical Indian. "You want
to look like you just came back
from killing a buffalo," he instructs. The movie moves fairly
quickly and succeeds in holding one's attention. However,
Smoke Signals also has a lot of
problems. Most trivially is the
acting of the children who play
the young Victor and Thomas.
There is no excuse for these unconvincing renditions other
than the fact that it's probably
difficult to find a surplus of

child actors who look Native
American.
However, the real problem
with the film is that the central
conflict between Victor and his
father simply is not dramatic
enough to carry the movie. The
personalities of the characters
are poorly developed and the
viewer cannot relate to them.
Other than the novelty of the
fact that it was directed by a
Native American about Native
Americans, Smoke Signals has
nothing remarkable about it
and is destined to be cast aside
and forgotten.
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Faster Pussycat! Kill!
Kill! a Movie Classic
Bv DEVIN PHARR

Arts Writer

Come to Cinestudio on Wednesday
or Thursday to see Steven Spielberg's
Saving Private Ryan in its final days
on the big screen. This critically acclaimed summer blockbuster stars
Tom Hanks, Matt Damon, Ed Burns,
and Tom Sizemore.

Stop by Hartford Stage to see
Academy-Award winning actress
Estelle Parsons in Samuel Beckett's
Happy Days. Parsons plays Winnie,
a cheerful housewife who is buried
up to her waist in a mound of dirt.
For more information call the box
office at (860) 527-5151.

For an exciting evening of dance,
stope by AACs Goodwin Theater at
8 PM on Friday and Saturday night.
The Department of Theater will be
presenting Autumn Interludes,
which will feature Amie Dowling,
Judy Dworin, and Trinity Unlimited
among others. Admission is $5 with
a student ID.

in a world of
one thing remains constant

The Math center
MCEC 172

Consultants on Duty
Mon-Thurs 2:00-5:00 p.m.
Sun-Thurs 7:00-10:00 p.m.

What do these two symbols
have in common?

Find out - in a new, interesting and
valuable course* being offered on
consecutiveThursday nights
beginning November 3rd
Call 297-5232 or E Mail
at bmacdonald@lmsdesign.com
Space limited-sign up now.
•Sponsored by the Dept. of Fine Aits
and the Career Service* Department

Faster, pussycat. Kill, kill. I don't understand this movie at all. 1 was bewildered by the audience reaction and how
anyone could be so cheerful after paying
money to see this: applauding at the
opening of the film, laughing heartily
throughout the first half-hour. Most of
this time I spent trying to figure out the
.make and model of the characters' cars.
What is this movie about? The invention of a violent, carnal nature in women.
And how it pertains to breasts. Three gogo girls with a passion for fast cars and
violence are all hanging out together.
The leader is Varla, a tall husky brunette who led the league in cleavage
shots. Played by Tura Satana, she is
driven and passionate for no obvious reason. Her right hand girl, Rosie, played by
someone named Haji, is a similarly tall
Italian brunette who thinks the other
two girls are crazy. She's pretty much
right. The third girl Billie (Lori Williams), is a blond, which is her only defining characteristic.
Wild character changes, possibly indications towards diagnoses as manic
depressive, are characteristic of this
movie.
Long story short, the go-go girls live
near a desert and during one of their
driving excursions they find out about a
"heap of green" that an old man is hoarding. So they follow him home to his
desert shanty which he inhabits with his
two sons.
.. - - - The first of these sons is a smart Robert Redford wanna-be. He is highly educated and enjoys taking care of his father
and brother. He is also acting under protest. It looks a bit like he had a contract

RUnMBYIAIQQETOTH
UlQttNCe IN WOMEN

f»5?Eft PUSSYCAT,
KILL!. . . KiUJ ~
SUPERWOMEN! 1!
WWW.RMRLMS.COM

The belted, buckled, and booted
women of Faster Pussycat! Kill! Kill!

Meyer does. This is by no means
spellbindingly done.
The blond girl is forever cursed to
speak in pickup lines, which would be
much more interesting if this was done
intentionally. She is incapable of neutrality in tone and tends to upset everyone
in the film when she talks. She creates
conflict both within the go-go girl's gang
and among other characters with her
play by ear (or other body part) style. Lori
William's character, in that sense, tends
to be very annoying since she is largely
responsible for keeping rhe movie front
ending.
But it is really Varla from whom many
of the problems stem from. She is a very
empowered woman, but to an extent that
any seriousness intended by it has to be

This movie has one redeeming quality: it does a decent
job of discussing our reliance on maintaining typified
roles in society.
with the studio to do a movie and got put
in this instead. His brother, called The
Vegetable and played by Dennis Busch,
looks a lot like He-Man and probably
would have played the part better than
Dolph Lungren. His character is very
dumb and very strong, but not in that
fun Andre the Giant way.
Their father, the owner of the little
house and the "heap of green," is a
paraplegic interested in sexually molest^
ing a girl the go-go dancers are dragging
around with them.
His life is a horrible nightmare, as a
result of sacrificing his legs to save a girl
from a speeding train. It probably doesn't
help that there is no pavement for his
wheelchair where he lives either. Bad
decision on his part.
The movie's opening scene follows the
girls as they are racing around the desert.
Another car rolls up. In it is King Dork
and a teenage girl who has outgrown
commercials for board games about using the phone and shopping.
Varla, understandably disgusted by
their existence, challenges him to a race,
wins, and then begins pushing around
his girlfriend. She gets into a fight with
him, which is kind of like mud wrestling
except she bends his arms back and
breaks his neck at the end. The go-go
girls then proceed to take the girl captive
and go driving into town.
A lot of what goes on in the movie is.
based around the characters and not the
plot. In a modern day version, there
would be very little substance in this
film since few writers nowadays pay as
much attention to characters as Russ

dismissed. After all, she beats two men
half to death with this ridiculous karate
chop thing. It makes her look like Buzz
Lightyear. Wouldn't it be easier to just
pull a knife or grab their head and break
their neck?
The third girl made the threesome a
group. For some reason she is supposed
to be the lesbian lover of Varla, something I totally missed. She did have a
knife, but was reluctant to use it, being
of a more traditional female mentality.
It was unfortunate that her character
never developed, because she was the
most attractive of the three.
This movie has one redeeming quality: it does a decent job of discussing our
reliance on maintaining typified roles in
society.
.
The audience laughed throughout the
film, obviously at the poor quality of the
dialogue, acting and blatancy of crotch
shots and cleavage close-ups. I merely
stared and tested my knowledge of automobiles. Other film critics have discussed the empowerment of women in
the movie, while Roger Ebert compares
Varla'sbreasts to a Ninja Turtle.
What is key to this; and any movie, is
what you take away from it. In fact this
can be said about any sort of creative
work, regardless of how "art-worthy"
anyone thinks it really is. The purpose
of its invention may be totally personal,
for the filmmakers enjoyment or needs
alone. That doesn't mean you can't get
something completely different out of it.
It's in this way that art perpetuates itself.
One person inspires another to do something, who inspires another.
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Women's Squash Outlook: Not Far From The Top
BY KATIE KURZ

f Senior Editor

Ending the 1997-1998 season with a
solid standing of fifth in Division I, the
Women's Squash team is striving this
year to be fourth. Trinity ended up the
season behind Princeton, Harvard, the
University of Pennsylvania and
Dartmouth. Under the guidance and
training of Wendy Barlett, the women hit
the courts over a week ago when official
practice was allowed to commence.
The team is led by cri-captains Paige
Vollmer'99,SarahBurbank'99and Betsy
Paluck '99; Jeannine Thompson '01, Gail
Davie "00, Randy Depree '00, Sarah
McGowen '99, Sarah Greenwood '01, and
Nicole Hanley '99 round out last year's
line-up. There are currently two new
women training: Molly Anderson '02
from Buffalo, New York ranked number
five on the Junior US Team and Alice
Affleck '02 from Philadelphia. In January there will be two new arrivals from
Zimbabwe and northeastern England.
These new additions to Trinity's team
will only strengthen this powerful
squad.
Last season for the first time in coach ,
Bartlett's career, the Lady Bantams beat
Yale to gain their number five position.
The team also boasts two returning 1st
Team All-American players: Thompson
and Davie. The team looks forward to a
tremendous season; their first match is
December 1 at Connecticut College.

MASTER Ol- ARTS INTf AtHjNCi

We invite you to explore a career in
• • • • ^ . • V ^ E A C H I N G : - - ;
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Colgate Univcrstry offers the Master of
Arts in Teaching degree to liberal arts !
graduate* interested in teaching high
school science, mathematics, English, and
social studier. Our highly personalized
program includes close interaction with
our faculty, Generous financial aid is
available for qualified students.
For application materials, or to learn more
about our unique M.A.T. program, please
contact us. By mait; Colgate University,
Department of Education, Joan Thompson,
U Oak Drive, Hamilton, New York 133-1113-98. By phone: (315) 22S-72S6. By e-mail:
jthompson(A)rnail.colga te.edu.

Explore Ae possibilities that await you.

Football Falls Short For Alums
continued from page twenty-four
Bantam offense showed that they were
ready to meet that challenge as Wysocki,
who came fresh into the game to replace
McNeilly after the first half, threw a 40yard touchdown pass to J.R Faget '99 to
put the Bantams on the Scoreboard.
In the fourth quarter, Trinity's running
game began to take over and helped to
narrow Amherst's lead. Although they
missed a field goal which yrould have
helped the Bantams, the of feiise refused »
to end this Homecoming game quietly,
when two seniors led the team towards
paydirt.. First, Captain Marc Macamni
'99 rushed into the end zone to change
the score to 24-12. Then, on Trinity's next
drive, Sherman Francis '99 broke
through the Lord Jeff's defense to make
the score 24-18.
With the clock running down, the
Bantams tried to catch up to Amherst,
but it was all over when a Lord Jeff running back helped to seal the game for
Amherst by running in for another
touchdown with only a few minutes left
in the game, making the score 32-18.
This is where the score would stand after regulation play at Jessee Field, leaving the Bantams at 2-5 with one more

Shuco Homecraft, L.E
Up to $10 per hour + Bonus

Positions Start immediately
Call Mr. Griffey at 800-289-4663
http://www.ce.columbia.edu

T earnin

For Study Abroad:

(212)_854£559
e-mail: studyavray@oJumbia.edu
For other programs:

(212)_854=282Q
e-mail: sp-info@ajuinbia.eclu

game left in the season.
. Botlr the offense and defense played
exceptionally well against the Lord Jeffs,
which adds to the frustration of the loss.
Wysocki came in and played well for the
Bantams during the second half, with a
touchdown pass The running game
added to Trinity's drive for the win in the

fourth quarter, but it was the failed extra points and failure to capitalize on big
plays that kept the Bantams behind the
Lord Jeffs throughout the game. Defensively, Jeff Iudice '00 and Mike Mobley
'01 helped control the Amherst offense
by combining for a total of four sacks.
Trinity falls to 2-5 with the loss.

KATIE BRYANT

Liam McNeilly Gets Stuck In
Amherst's Clutches.

National Securify Education F*r6gram

No Experience Shouldn't Mean No Opportunity
We offer. Full or Part-time Schedule, Weekly Bonuses to
$25 per hour, Medical Insurance, Paid Holidays and
Vacations, Fully Paid Training

Study Abroad
Visiting Students
Summer Session

KATIE BRYANT

Sarah Burbank '99 Prepares For The
'98-'99 Campaign.

jnities
Visiting Students

If you need more reasons to be m New York,
Columbia University can provide them!

Summer Session '99
You just missed our best summer ever—but it's not
too early to plan for 1999! Bulletin available
February '99—reserve yours today.

Study Abroad
• Columbia University in Paris • Berlin Consortium
for German Studies •' Summer Program in Italy
(Scandiano) • Summer Program in Beijing.

Continuing Education & Special Programs

£0

Scholarships for Study A
Why Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You need skills to
work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study
in regions critical to U.S. national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand). Award amounts are up to a maximum of $8,000
per semester or $ 16,000 per academ ic year.
You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
college or community college. Scholarships are for study in Summer '99,
Fall '99 and/or Spring '00. For applications, contact your NSEP Campus
Representative ortheNSEP office attel: (800) 618-MSEP, e-mail: nsep@iie.org.
Deadline: February 8,1999.
National Security Education Program
Undergraduate Scholarships
Institute of International Education
1400 K Street, NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call (800) 618-NSEP or (202) 326-7697
e-mail: nsep@iie.org
See our website at: www.iie.org/nsep
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Ice Hockey: Red Hot Men's Soccer Enters ECAC's
BY JEREMY BROOKS
A N D JEFF BLAIR

Sports Writers

The Trinity Men's Hockey
team enters the '98-'99 season
coming off of it's second
straight ECAC playoff appearance. While last year's team
achieved it's goal of reaching the
playoffs, this year's expectations
are even greater. Although the
team graduated six seniors from

Anchoring a strong defensive
corps are Jason Bridge '99, Jeremy Brooks '99, and Dave Moore
'99, all of who have played
signigifcant roles during their
careers at Trinity. The strength
of this talented defensive unit
comes from its depth, consisting
of Andrew Burns '00, John
O'Leary '00, David Kleiner '01,
and Ryan Carmody '01. Rounding out the defensive corps are
three promising freshman who
plan on seeing plenty of time on

B Y A N D Y HAYES

,• Sports Writer

Heading into the last week of
the season, the men's soccer
team was on the bubble for an
NCAA tournament bid. All
they had to do to advance was

win their last two games against
Western Connecticut and
Stevens Tech. This proved to be
too difficult, however, and the
Bantams will have to settle for
an ECAC tournament berth instead.
On Wednesday, the squad
headed to Danbury to play

While last year's team achieved it's goal...
this year's expectations are even greater.
the previous squad, the Bantams will return the majority of
their impact players from last
season. Led by Head Coach
John Dunham, the eight returning seniors and a tremendously
strong junior class will guide
the team through this season.
Tri-captains, Jim Devine '99
and Jeff Blair '99, and Ryan
Southard '99 headline a list of
experienced and talented players. Devine and Southard have
emerged as potent two-way
players who will be counted on
to provide the stability for a talented group of forwards. The
trio of explosive forwards, Scott
Rickard '00, Dan Lyons '00, and
Al Sullivan '00 will be expected
to lead the Bantam's offensive
attack. Sustaining the offensive
attack will be the chore of Dan
Sullivan '99 and Andrew
Wallace '99, the Finnish Flash,
T^iffeko Auvinen '00, and the
Russian Sensation, Dennis
Petrov '01.

the ice.
Returning for his fourth year
starting between the pipes is the
alltime saves leader in Trinity
College history, Jeff Blair. Blair
has proved to be one of the most
dominating goalies in the
NESCAC, and will be looked to
not only for his prowess in the
net, but for his leadership abilities both on and off the ice.
Backing up Blair in the nets this
year are Crichton Clark '00, and
Geoff Faulkner'02.
Entering his 28th season,
Coach John Dunham is optimistic about this year's group, calling it his best skating team in
years. He is also looking forward
to working with this year's freshman class who will most likely
have an impact both offensively
and defensively. After recording
his 300th career victory last season, Coach Dunham and his
Bantams have their sights set on
the upper echelon of the tough Mickey Chambers '01 Slices
ECAC
By His Defender

KATIE BRYANT

Western, a 12-6 team who was
ready to spoil the Bantam bid
for postseason play in the
NCAAs. The Bantams came out
flat and Western went up 1-0 in
the 15th minute. The score remained the same until 10 minutes into the second half, when
a rebound from a direct kick
was put in by a Western forward. Now down 2-0, the Bantams lost their composure, and
the game ended up 4-1, with a
goal by midfielder Caley
Iandorio '01 as its only positive
for the Bantams. Now, 7-6, the
team had to beat Stevens Tech
on Saturday to slip into the
ECACs.
Saturday came and the team
traveled to Hoboken to try and
save an otherwise disappointing season. The team responded
and pounded Stevens Tech 5-1.
Jay Fernandes '99 and Mike
Wilson '00 each had 2 goals,
and Adrian Fadrhonc '02 scored
his first collegiate goal. Now the
Bantams had to wait and find
out if 8-6 could get them into
the postseason; and it did.
Seeded 4th in the ECAC tournament the men's squad will
play home on Wednesday at
2:00 against 5 th seeded Vassar
College. The Bantams already
played the Vassar squad earlier
this year and beat them 3-1 at
home. Should the Bantams win
on Wednsday, they will travel to
King's Point to finish the tournament this weekend. For the
seniors, it would be a tremendous finish to win the ECACs to
end a rather disappointing
regular season.

Come Run With The
Hartford Wolf Pack
Trinity Students Save With The Wolf Pack
$10.00 Best Available Tickets Available With Trinity ID*

November 10 vs.
Portland Pirates

November 13 vs.
Springfield Falcons
November 14 vs.
Worcester Icecats

All Games Played At The Hartford Civic Center
Group Rates Available By Calling 246-PUCK
*Student Discount Available Starting 2 Hours Prior To GameTime
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Cross-Country Coming Down To The Wire
BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

Sunday, November 1st, the
cross country teams hosted the
NESCAC Championship race
on their home course, Wickham
Park. This course, although
known for its hills and varied
terrain, provided a venue for a
number of fast times and solid
competition. Both the men's
and women's teams did not fare
as well as hoped, due in large
part to sickness and injury.
The women's race opened the
day. In the race there were a
couple of nationally ranked
teams, as well as a number of
quality athletes. The team title
went to the Middlebury Panthers, as they captured places 6,
8, and 9-11 fora total team score
of 44 points. They convincingly defeated Williams, which
hadascore of 72 points. Trinity
finished in seventh with 181
points. The individual title was
awarded to Katie Scangos from
Amherst, who finished in 18:36.
The first two Trinity finishers,
Co-captains Yolanda Flamino
'99 and Thania Benois '99,
earned a spot on the AllNESCAC team by virtue of their
finishing places. Flamino finished in fifth place and Benois

finished in 14th place with a
time of 19:11, her best time on
this course. Benois was pleased
to be named to the NESCAC
team, but did not feel that it was
her best race. She commented,
saying, "I'm glad I made AUNESCAC, but I cramped up
during the race, so I think I lost
some time over the last mile."
The next finisher, running a
fine race under the circumstances was Nicole Hanley '99.
Hanley, who was considerably
ill with a virus, crossed the line
in 19:43 and in 27th place. The
next finisher was Kara
Barbulunga '00, who continues
to add depth and strength to the
team. Barbulanga completed
the 5K course in 21:15 and in
89th place. Rounding out the
top five was Caroline Leary '02,
who recently returned after being plagued by a nagging ankle
injury. Leary finished one second behind Barbulunga and
commented that she "felt a little
sluggish after not racing for a
while."
Adding further depth to the
team were Kathryn Frank '00
and Jen Schmutzler '00, as well
asBuzzyMcLaughlin'02. These
runners gave solid efforts and as
a result reaped sound times.
In the men's race, Williams
took the team title, as they
scored 30 points to Tufts' 64.

The individual winner was
Amherst's Robert Mitchell in a
new course record of 25:14.
Trinity's men, like the women,
faced some trouble due to illness
and injury. The lead runner for
the men was Co-captain David
Kyle '99. Kyle ran his best time
for this course, as he finished in
31st place with a time of 27:19.
This time is one of the top all
time Trinity performances for
Wickham Park. Kyle was very
pleased with his race, saying "I
wanted to race well, not just because it was the NESCAC
Championship, but also because it was our home course. It
is always nice to race with a
good sense of the course, so I
used it to my advantage as best
as I could."
The next Trinity runner was
Todd Markelz '01 in 57th place.
Markelz, who also has been battling illness, said, "I've just been
a little tired. I didn't have it today, maybe the cold is lingering
or because I haven't raced in a
couple of weeks, but it is the
later meet (New Englands) that
really counts."
Steve Napier '02 was the third
Bantam across the line, running
a fine race as he completed the
course in 29:00. Napier has been
a solid asset to the team and continues to perform well. The final two scorers were Andrew

Malick '00 and Adam Forkner
'00, both of whom have been
battling injury and illness.
Forkner was not pleased with
his race but was looking forward to racing against some of
his rivals in the next few weeks
to compensate. Finally, Caleb
Sayam '00, a first year cross
country runner, continues to
run well.
This weekend, the team will
race in the New England

Championship, which determines who will travel to
Carlise, Pennsylvania for the
National Championship race.
The fate of the entire season
comes down to this, and the
Bantams know what they have
to do in order to make this campaign a successful one. There is
one goal in mind, come away
from New Englands with victory in hand. The Bantams are
confident they can do it.

Volleyball Takes Fifth At NESCAC's
cats in the battle for fifth-place.
On Friday night (November
CHIARELLO
6th), the Bantams, seeded numSports Writer
ber 6 of 11 teams in the tournament, downed the 11 seeded
The girls volleyball team trav- Connecticut College, 3-0, in the
eled to Waterville, Maine this opening round. Later that night
past/weekend for the New En- Trinity dropped a 3-0 decision
glknd Small College Athletic to the eventual champion and
Conference Volleyball Champi- third-seeded Middlebury Colonship Tournament hosted by lege.
Colby College. The Lady BanTrinity came back on Saturtams had a successful road trip, day victorious with a 3-1 win
peaking as a team during its over the host and 7 seeded Colby
most crucial moments. The College to advance to the fifth
Bantams won three of four place game against the Bobcats.
matches including a huge 3-1 Trinity took the first two games
win over the Bates College Bob- of the match, 15-10 and 15-5,be-

fore Bates rallied ,tp win the
third, 1644. The Bantams won
the fourth game, 15-9, in a mild
upset over the fourth-seeded
Bobcats. This intense match
was a huge victory for the Bantams. Meghan Konieczny '01,
who earned all-league honorable mention for her outstanding season stated, "We had a
great "weekend and everyone
worked well together. The Bates
win was huge forus...it was a
great ending to a season where
we all worked really hard.
In addition to a successful
weekend, the Bantams were notified of the naming of the All-

KATIE BRYANT

A Bantam cheerleader
attempts to get the
crowd involved.

NESCAC team. Bantam hitter
Konieczny and setter Natasha
Wilson '02 earned all-league
honorable mention for their'
outstanding performances this
season.
.
Beth Laiidry '02 was named
to the NESCAC All-Tournament team. She was amazed
how well the team played together throughout the week-

end. "It was the,best we've
played all season. 1 cannot wait
until next year".
Due to the Bantams successful weekend, the team may not
have to wait until next season
to play again. They will be notified on Monday, November
9th if they qualify for the Eastern Connecticut Athletic Conference Championships.

TRINITY VOLLEYBALL RESULTS
First Round
#6 Trinity def. #11 Connecticut College
3-1 (15-11, 15-3, 15-4)
Second Round
#3 Middlebury def. #6 Trinity
3-0 (15-11, 15-13, 15-6)
Consolation Round
#6 Trinity def. #7 Colby
3-1 (10-15, 15-3, 15-4, 15-6)
Fifth Place Game
#6 Trinity def. #4 iates
3-1 (15-10, 15-5, 14-16, 15-9)

FINAL TEAM RANSCSN©S
1 Middieoury
2. Williams 1
3. Amherst
"•**,. ' - \

"•»••*.

4.
5.
©.

"»-,„-

Tufts
Trinity College
Bates

7. Colby

Meghan Konieczny gets ready to
spike the competition.
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8.
9.
10.
11.

Wesieyan
Hamilton
Bowdoin
Connecticut College

Try Trinity Tri 3od Trivia

FREE PABST BLUE RIBBON
SIX PACK TO THE ONE WITH
THE BIGGEST MEDULLA OBLONGATA. ANSWER AS
MANY OF THE FOLLOWING
QUESTIONS ANV YOU MAY

.?•-

1. What Is The Largest College Football Stadium?
2. Who Has The Most Career NBA MVP Awards?
3. What Pitcher Has The Lowest Single-Season ERA?
4. Who Has The Record For The Most Penalty Minutes In A Single NHL Game?
5. Which Three Golfers Have The Most Runner-Up Finishes In The Masters?
Submit Your Answers to Tripod-Sports@mail.trincoll.edu
The Winner Will Receive A Six-Pack Of Papbst Blue Ribbon

UpGornirig Events
Date

Football

15 Nov.
Sun.
16 Nov.
Mon.
******"

Men's Soccer

Wrestling

Field Hockey

Cross Country
(Men and Women)

Volleyball

F
I

10 Nov.
Tues.
11 Nov.
Wed.
12 Nov.
Thurs.
13 Nov.
Fri.
14 Nov.
Sat.

Women's
Soccer

EC AC
Tournament
TBA

N
• A•

1

L
@
Wesleyan
1:00

ECAC
Tournament
TBA
ECAC
Tournament
TBA

@ Roger
Williams
Invitational

Middlebtiry
@ WilliamSmith

4

Div. IE New Englands
10:00
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Homecoming Hijinx Field Hockey Advances To

their last chance to play on
Jessee Field as a Bantam. To say
Copy Editor
the least, it's an emotional game
for Trinity seniors, alumni and
football players.
This year, the bleachers at
Jessee Field were filled as usual
The Homecoming football with rowdy Trinity students
game technically should be and alumni catching the last
looked at as just another game home game of the Bantam's
on the Bantams schedule as 1998 Football Season against
well as a chance for the team to the Amherst Lord Jeff s last Satgrab another win before the urday. In the first quarter of
1998 season comes to a close. It play, Amherst showed Trinity
was definitely not "just another their offensive capabilities
game".
when their quarterback threw
Suddenly, the bleachers at an impressive 80-yard bomb to
Jessee field became jam-packed an open receiver waiting in the
with rowdy, enthusiastic, and end zone. With no response
loud Trinity students, tents from the Trinity offense, the
were set up around the field and Jeffs increased their lead to 10the number of cars tailgating 0 with a 30-yard field goal neardoubled. For seniors, it was ing the end of the first quarter.
their last chance to see a home In the second quarter, even with
football game as a Trinity stu- a sign of the Bantam defense
dent, For the alumni who occu- fighting back, the Amherst
pied a large part of the crowd, it quarterback completed a short
was their annual chance to re- pass to bump the score up to 17live the good times they spent at 0 by the end of the first half.
Trinity.
Although two of McNeilly's
Each year, there is a sort of passes were intercepted by the
pilgrimage of Trinity alumni to Amherst defense within the
Homecoming weekend and the first half, the Bantam defense
highlight of the weekend is the returned the favor with two infootball game. For many terceptions of their own, the
alumni, the game serves.as.a first by Patrick Wenger '99 and
chance to schmooze with fellow thesecond by Brendan McDavit
BOB LEONARD
friends, seeing who's doing '00.
Kelly Flaman surveys the scene against Middlebury; the Bantams will
what and how much they make
In the second half of regula- meet the Panthers in the Semi-Finals of the Final Four.
doing it. For others (mainly tion play, the Lord Jeff's offense
former Trinity football players), kept plugging away at the Trinand forced nine more offensive Trinity handed them a 2-0 loss.
BY KATE LEONARD
it's a chance to see how the Ban- ity defense completing a short
corners. Before the end of the The Bantams did not dominate
Sports Writer
tam football team is doing and pass to change the score to 24first half Brown put in her sec- as they had the day before.
to compare them to past teams. 0, leaving Trinity with a big
ond goal assisted by Nancy Hartwick's offensive speed gave
For senior football players, it's challenge ahead of them. The
After dropping the last three Dwyer '99. Dwyer, Scarlet, Trinity a little trouble, but the
their last home game in the blue
games
of the regular season the Camilla Love '99, Kelly Flaman defense quickly adjusted and
see FOOTBALL on page
and yellow uniform they've
Trinity
Field Hockey Team (10- '99 and Barkley Kinkead '99 did the Bantams settled any doubt
twenty
worn for the last four years and
3) was unsure about their a tremendous job keeping the regarding their ability to put
chances of recieving a third ball alive in the circle and cross- back to back tournament wins
straight NCAA bid. The Ban- ing passes to Brown. The defen- together when Love scored her
tams had no need to worry. sive line of Christinia Spilios '99, first of two goals as the half was
That is, until they were told Vanessa Ruff '99, Kate Leonard winding down.
where they were playing for the '99, Katie Rieg '00, and keeper
Hartwick continued to battle
regional semifinals. In what Jess Martin '02 also stepped up with the Bantams, but the delooked like an attempt to weed their play, determined to shut fense held strong thanks to
the Bantams out of post season out Messiah after allowing five steady play by Spilios. Marking
play, the NCAA placed Trinity goals in the previous three by midfielder Mary Jacobs '01
in a bracket with three turf
and aggressive goal tending by
teams, scheduled at a turf site.
Martin '02 also contributed to
...this
is
a
sweet
The game was also to be played
the success of the Bantam devictory after last
on Friday rather than Saturday
fense. Following a big defensive
because of the religious affiliayear's
heart
save midway through the section of their opponent. Howond half, Trinity's offense broke
breaking 2-3
ever, the Bantams surprised
away with the ball and after a
loss...
everyone by winning both the
short struggle for control outregional semifinal game
side the circle, Love drove home
against number 2 ranked Mes- games. The Bantam defense did her second goal to lead Trinity
siah College on their home field, their job as they kept Messiah's to a 2-0 win and this team's first
and the regional finals against offense out of their circle in the Final Four appearance..
the number 4 ranked Hartwick first half.
For returning players this is
College.
In the second half Trinity did a sweet victory after last year's
On Friday afternoon, while not relax because of their 2-0 heart breaking 2-3 loss to
the teams from the other three lead. Instead they continued Cortland State in the regional
brackets were practicing, the their relentless offensive attack semi-finals. The Bantams
Bantams blanked Messiah Col- and-defensive pressure. Their vowed then to get to the Final
lege, 4-0, in their best game of hard work paid off as Scarlet Four this season, but they have
the year thus far. Trinity was slammed in their third goal no plans to stop there. Coach
led by Whitney Brown '01 (3 shortly after the half began. The Sheppard is returning to the Figoals) and Whiteny Scarlet '99 Lady Bantams were not done nal Four for the second time in
(1 goal, 1 assist). Trinity came yet, with a minute and a half re- five years, and hopes to advance
out on fire from the first maining in the game, Brown put to the Championship game for
whistle, forcing an offensive in her third goal of the game, fin- the first time in her career. Trincorner less than two minutes ishing off the Bantams 4-0 win. ity will travel to Williaminto the game. Brown put Trin- In the other semifinal action at Smith, this weekend to play #1
ity on the Scoreboard with her Messiah, #4 Hartwick had up- ranked Middlebury in the nafirst goal as she tipped in the set #1 Eastern Mennonite(24-0). tional semifinals. The victor
original shot from Scarlet. The
KATIE BRYAN
Quaterback Greg Wysocki heaves
Hartwick's tournament run will face the winner of WillBantams controlled the ball
the ball over the Amherst front line.
was cut short on Saturday when iam-Smith vs Rowan College.
BY COLIN RUANE

Final Four, Title In Sight

